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Referat
Die Dissipation von Energie von einem molekularen System in die Umgebung und die
damit verbundene Zerstorung der Phasenkoharenz hat einen Einuss auf mehrere physika-
lishe Prozesse wie Bewegung der Shwingungsmoden eines Molekuls, eines Ions in einer
Falle oder einer Strahlungsfeldmode, sowie auf Exzitonen- und Elektronentransfer. Elek-
tronentransfer spielt eine wihtige Rolle in vielen Bereihen der Physik und Chemie.
In dieser Arbeit wird die Elektronentransferdynamik mit Bewegungsgleihungen fur
die reduzierte Dihtematrix beshrieben, deren Herleitung ausgehend von der Liouville{
von Neumann-Gleihung uber die Kumulanten-Entwiklung fuhrt. Durh Ankopplung an
ein Warmebad werden dissipative Eekte beruksihtigt. Zunahst wird diese Theorie
auf Modellsysteme angewendet, um die vershiedenen Einusse der Umgebung auf De-
population, Dephasierung und Dekoharenz besser zu verstehen. Dann wird die Dynamik
von konkreten intramolekularen Transferreaktionen in realen Molekulen berehnet und
die Ergebnisse mit denen von Experimenten und anderer Theorien verglihen. Zu den
untersuhten Systemen zahlen die Komplexe H
2
P  ZnP  Q und ZnPD  H
2
P.
Shlagworter
Elektronentransfer, Molekule, Transferraten, Dihtematrixtheorie, Warmebad, Dissipa-
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Chapter 1
Introdution
The behavior of many quantum systems strongly depends on their interation with the
environment. The dissipative proesses indued by interation with the environment have
a broad area of appliations from isolated moleules to biomoleules. In order to ahieve
a realisti desription of a moleular proess, it is important to take the dissipation into
aount for systems like, e.g., vibrational levels in a big moleule, the quantized mode of
an eletromagneti eld, or a trapped ion.
The interation of a system with an environment also plays the main role in the mod-
eling of eletron transfer (ET) proesses as it ensures their irreversibility. ET is a very
important proess in biology, hemistry, and physis [1{5℄. It onstitutes a landmark
example for intramoleular, ondensed-phase, and biophysial dissipative dynamis. ET
plays a signiant role in nature in onnetion with onversion of energy. In the pho-
tosyntheti reation enter, ET reates harge imbalane aross the membrane, whih
drives the proton pumping mehanism to produe adenosine triphosphate. In hemial
systems, surfae ET between metals and oxygen is responsible for orrosion proesses. In
organi hemistry, mehanisms involving bond frature or bond making often proeed by
ET mehanism. In inorgani hemistry, mixed-valene systems are haraterized by ET
between linked metal sites. Finally, the nasent area of moleular eletronis depends,
rst and foremost, on understanding and ontrolling the ET in speially designed hemial
strutures. That is exatly why the ET problem is the main topi of this work.
Of speial interest is the ET in ongurations where a bridge between donor and a-
eptor mediates the transfer. The primary step of the harge transfer in the baterial
photosyntheti reation enters is of this type [6℄, and a lot of work in this diretion
has been done after the struture of the protein-pigment omplex of the photosyntheti
reation enter of purple bateria was laried in 1984 [7℄. Many artiial systems, es-
peially self-organized porphyrin omplexes, have been developed to model this baterial
photosyntheti reation enters [3,8,9℄. The bridge-mediated ET reations an our via
dierent mehanisms [4,10{12℄: inoherent sequential transfer when the mediating bridge
level is populated or oherent superexhange [13,14℄ when the mediating bridge level is
not populated but nevertheless is neessary for the transfer. In the ase of the sequential
transfer the inuene of environment has to be taken into aount.
Apart from these aspets, one of the fundamental questions of quantum physis has
9
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attrated a lot of interest: why does the general priniple of superposition work very well
in mirosopi physis but leads to paradox situations in marosopi physis as for in-
stane the Shrodinger at paradox [15℄. One possible explanation of the paradox and the
non-observability of the marosopi superposition is that systems are never ompletely
isolated but interat with their environment [16℄. Interations with the environment lead
to ontinuous loss of oherene and drive the system from superposition into a lassial
statistial mixture. The question about the border between lassial and quantum eets
and systems, whih model this problem, are also under onsiderations in this work. The
interest in the deoherene problem is explained not only by its relation to the fundamen-
tal question: "Where is the borderline between the marosopi world of lassial physis
and mirosopi phenomena ruled by quantum mehanis?", but also by the inreasing
signiane of potential pratial appliations of quantum mehanis, suh as quantum
omputation and ryptography [17,18℄.
The rapid development of experimental tehniques in the above-mentioned and other
branhes of physis and hemistry requires to desribe, to model, and to analyse possible
experiments by numerial and analytial alulations. The mathematial desription of
the inuene of environment for all these examples has attrated a lot of interest but
remains a quite ompliate problem nowadays. The theory has been developed in reent
years and a brief review of its progress is represented in the next hapter of this work.
Despite of the intensive attention and investigations of this problem there is a neessity to
onsider basi model onepts in more detail in order to apply the mathematial tehniques
to real physial systems, whih are studied experimentally in an appropriate way.
In the present work we throw a glane on the known priniples of the relaxation theory
and we are mainly interested in the appliation of the relaxation theory to some onrete
systems, suh as a single vibrational mode modelled by a harmoni osillator (HO), an
artiial photosyntheti moleular aggregate, and a porphyrin triad, using simulations and
numerial alulations as well as some analytial methods. The questions of the inuene
of environment on these systems are disussed in detail in this work. Our theoretial
arsenal is based on the relaxation theory of dissipative proesses ontaining alulations
of oherent eets for eletroni states and wave-paket dynamis, whih provide the
oneptual framework for the study of ET and deoherene.
The basi onepts of the relaxation theory, based on the density matrix formalism,
are reviewed in hapter 2. This tehnique will be used throughout this work. Chap-
ter 3 deals with the question of the border between lassial and quantum eets and
reports on a study of the environmental inuene on the time evolution of a oherent
state or the superposition of two oherent states of a HO as a simple system display-
ing the peuliarities of the transition from quantum to lassial regime. Chapters 4 and
5 onern the ET problem, namely the mathematial desription of the ET in moleu-
lar zin-porphyrin-quinone omplexes modeling artiial photosynthesis (hapter 4) and
photoindued proesses in the porphyrin triad (hapter 5). Eah hapter starts with an
introdution and ends with a brief summary. The main ahievements of the present work
are summarized in the Conlusions.
Chapter 2
Redued Density Matrix Method
The goal of this hapter is to introdue the reader to the main mathematial tools for
alulating the system dynamis indued by the interation with an environment, whih
are used in all parts of this work. It should be noted that usually an environment is
modelled by a heat bath, thus here and below we use environment and bath as syn-
onyms for eah other. The hapter starts with a review of historial developments of the
theoretial models for dissipation proesses and a brief onsideration of various types of
master equations, their harateristis, and dierent tehniques used to desribe these
models (setion 2.1). Using the Hamiltonian for system plus bath in the ommon form
(setion 2.2), the Green's matrix tehnique (setion 2.3), and the umulant expansion
method (setion 2.4) we arrive at a dierential form of the generalized master equation
(GME) (seion 2.5), whih is applied in the later hapters for the desription of partiular
systems. Although some steps of this derivation are known in the literature we present
them here in order to be rigorous and to reah ompleteness of notation in this work.
2.1 Theoretial models for dissipation
In the rst quantum onsideration of the system \atom + eld" Landau [19℄ has intro-
dued an analog of the density matrix (DM), its averaging over the eld states and its
equation of motion. The rigorous introdution of the statistial operator and its equation
of motion has been done by von Neumann in the early 30s [20℄. The rst derivation of
the master equations based on the Liouville equation for the system \atom + eld +
environment" were losely onneted to the radio frequeny range and to the saturation
of signals in nulear magneti resonane [21{24℄. For those systems the projetor operator
tehnique has been used in order to derive an exat integro-dierential master equation
[23℄. One started to desribe optial proesses with the GME a bit later [25℄ beause
in the 50s and earlier 60s there were still no experimental hints to the non-Markovian
nature of the relaxation [26℄ for optial proesses. Nowadays a quantum dissipation the-
ory has been muh sought after as the goal of ve ommunities: quantum optis [27{31℄,
ondensed matter physiists [32{35℄, mathematial physiists [36{40℄, astrophysiists [41℄,
and ondensed phase hemial physiists [42{52℄.
Theories of quantum dissipation an be divided into three main lasses. The rst
11
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lass begins with a full system + bath Hamiltonian and then projets the dynamis onto
a redued subspae. Notable examples of this approah are the path integral approah
of Feynman and Vernon [32℄, Redeld theory [24℄, and the projetion operator tehnique
of Nakajima [43℄ and Zwanzig [44℄. As also mentioned by Pollard and Friesner [49℄ this
theory an be divided into two sublasses: quantum and lassial bath. At the opposite
extreme the seond lass begins with linear equations of motion for the redued density
matrix (RDM) and then dedues a form for the equations of motion ompatible with rele-
vant harateristis of the relaxation theory. Examples of this approah are the semigroup
approah of Lindblad [36℄ and the Gaussian ansatz of Yan and Mukamel [46℄. An inter-
mediate proedure is to desribe the bath as exerting a utuating fore on the system.
This approah is often used in the laser physis ommunity, for example by Agarwal [27℄,
Louisell [30℄, Gardiner [31℄ and others. This lass of theory was also used for the exiton
transfer desription [53℄. Pollard and Friesner [49℄ denote this lass as \stohasti bath
theory".
In all mentioned theories the system is desribed with the RDM whih evolves in
time under master equations. It is known that the GME an be obtained by the fol-
lowing methods: (i) Deoupling of the relaxation perturbations and the DM of a full
system [25,54,55℄, (ii) averaging over the fast motions taking into aount the hierarhy of
harateristi times [55{57℄, (iii) oupled multipartile Bogolyubov equations [58℄, (iv)
Nakajima-Zwanzig projetion operators tehnique [59,60℄, (v) the diagrammati tehnique
[61℄, (vi) umulant expansions [62,63℄, (vii) the method of Green's funtions for the full
system, averaged over the realizations of the environment [64℄, and (viii) stohasti models
[65,66℄.
The GMEs an be divided into two groups: integrodierential GMEs (IGME), e.g.,
[23,58,60,66℄ derived using Nakajima-Zwanzig projetion operators tehniques [44℄ or dif-
ferential GME (DGME) [61{63℄ often derived with the help of the umulant expansion
tehnique [21,47,67,68℄.
In most ases the IGMEs are transformed into the DGME at the outset, based on the
assumption that the DM varies slowly over the bath orrelation times [54{57,59,66℄. In
linear optis the question of the relationship between IGMEs and DGMEs was disussed
in [69,70℄. In the theory of relaxation it was shown (negleting the eet of radiation
on the relaxation) that IGME an also be onstruted with the help of the umulant
expansion [71℄.
It is generally assumed [36,72℄ that a fully satisfatory theory of quantum dissipation
should have the following harateristis: (1) The RDM should remain positive semidef-
inite for all time (i. e., no negative eigenvalues, whih would in turn imply negative
probabilities). Below we use the word \positivity" in order to point out this property. (2)
The RDM should approah an appropriate equilibrium state at long times. (3) The RDM
should satisfy the priniple of translational invariane, if a oordinate and translation are
dened. This ondition requires that the fritional fore be independent of the oordinate
as is generally the ase in the lassial theory of Brownian motion.
In the Markov approximation any GME an be redued to one of the following types:
Redeld (R), Agarwal (A), Caldeira-Leggett (C), Louisell-Lax (Lou), and Lindblad (Li).
Now we simply list these types of master equations together with their harateristis.
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R. In the derivation of Redeld [24℄ one uses a quantum bath theory to model the
environment. In the appropriate basis this master equation oinide with the equation
of Agarwal's type. This equation is not of Lindblad form [36℄, while in the Pollard and
Friesner parametrisation [49℄ the two types of master equations seem to be similar. The
positivity of the DM whih evolves under Redeld equation is violated for large system-
bath oupling. At innite time the DM reahes the thermal state of the bare system. The
Redeld equation satises the requirement of the translational invariane.
A. In the derivation of Agarwal's master equation [27℄ one models the environment with
a stohasti bath. In the relevant basis this master equation oinides with the equation
of Redeld type and does not oinides with Lindblad form. The positivity of the DM
whih evolves under Agarwal's equation is violated for large system-bath oupling. At
innite time the DM reahes the thermal state for the bare system. The Agarwal equation
satises the requirement of translational invariane. System frequenies are modulated
beause of momentum and oordinate relax in dierent ways. The approah of Yan and
Mukamel [46℄ ensures the same properties as theories by Redeld and Agarwal.
C. In the derivation of the master equation of Caldeira-Leggett type [33℄ one models
the environment with a quantum bath. One derives suh a master equation with the path
integral tehnique. A master equation of Caldeira-Leggett type is ompatible with the
equations of Redeld and Agarwal only in the high temperature limit. This equation is
not of Lindblad form. The positivity of the DM is violated in this equation. The DM
arrives at the equilibrium state only in the high temperature limit. The Caldeira-Legget
master equation satises translational invariane requirement.
Lou. In the Louisell-Lax [30℄ approah one aounts for the environment with a
quantum bath. It diers from Redeld and Agarwal equations by performing the rotating
wave approximation (RWA) and agrees with Lindblad form. So the positivity of DM
is maintained in this approah. At innite time the DM reahes the thermal state of
the bare system. In the equations of the Louisell-Lax type translational invariane is
violated, beause there is a oordinate dependent frition fore. The system frequenies
are onstant in time.
Li. The Lindblad master equation [36℄ are onstruted in a speial form to onserve
the positivity of the RDM. In the same basis this master equation oinides with the
equation of Louisell-Lax type. At innite time the DM reahes the thermal state, but
the translational variane is violated. In order to preserve the translational invariane
Lindblad [38℄ has inluded additional terms into the Hamiltonian and into the master
equation. In that ase the RDM at large times does not approah the equilibrium state
of the bare system but some other state. This state is expeted to be a projetion of the
equilibrium state of system plus bath onto the system subspae [72℄.
In our ontribution we start with the demonstration of the derivation of the GME
in dierential form using the umulant expansion tehnique. Afterwards, in hapter 3
we arrive at a master equation of Agarwal type. In hapter 4 we use the GME in the
Louisell-Lax form. The derived master equation with or without RWA is extensively used
in all parts of this work.
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2.2 Hamiltonian and density matrix
In the ommon form the Hamiltonian \system + environment" an be written as
H = H
S
+H
E
+H
SE
(2.1)
where H
S
=
P

E

V

+ h
P

v

V

represents a quantum system in the diabati rep-
resentation, E

the energy of the diabati state , H
E
=
P

h!


b
+

b

+
1
2

a bath of
HOs, and H
SE
= h
P


r

+ r
+

 
V
+

+ V


the linear interation between them. Here
V

= ji hj is the transition operator of the system, v

the oupling of the diabati
states  and , r

=
P

K


b

the generalized annihilation operator of the bath, b

the
annihilation operator of the bath mode  having the frequeny !

, K


the frequeny-
dependent interation onstant. Note, that rather often one fatorizes the interation
onstant on system and bath ontributions.
The DM of system plus bath  evolves under the von Neumann equation [20℄ _ =
 i=h [H; ℄. The RDM  = Tr
E
 is obtained by traing out the environmental degrees of
freedom [73℄. The oherent and dissipative dynamis of the system is desribed by the
following equation
_ =  i=h
h
H
S
; 
i
  i=hTr
E
h
H
SE
; 
i
=  i=h
h
H
S
; 
i
+ Tr
E
(
_
) ; (2.2)
where  denotes the DM  in the Heisenberg piture  = exp

i=hH
E
t

 exp

 i=hH
E
t

with respet to environment degrees of freedom. Then we substitute the unit operator of
the form exp ( i=hH
S
t) exp (i=hH
S
t) before and after Tr
E
(
_
)
_ =  i=h
h
H
S
; 
i
+ exp

 i=hH
S
t

exp

i=hH
S
t

Tr
E
(
_
) exp

 i=hH
S
t

exp

i=hH
S
t

:
(2.3)
Thus redued density matrix equation of motion (RDMEM) takes the following form
_ =  i=h
h
H
S
; 
i
+ exp

 i=hH
S
t

Tr
E

_
~

exp

i=hH
S
t

; (2.4)
where tilde denotes the interation representation ~(t) = exp

i=hH
S
t

 exp

 i=hH
S
t

.
Equation (2.4) is in Shrodinger piture with respet to H
S
and in Heisenberg piture
with respet to H
E
; nevertheless it ontains the interation dynamis in the interation
piture. This representation is onvenient beause the relevant von Neumann equation
for system plus environment
_
~ =  i=h
h
~
H
SE
(t); ~
i
ontains neither H
S
nor H
E
.
2.3 Green's matrix
The ommutator of an operator with the Hamiltonian an be represented symbolially as
follows
h
~
H
SE
(t); ~
i

~
L(t)~ where
~
L(t) =
~
L
SE
(t) is Liouville's operator in the interation
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piture. Here we assume, that system and bath are disentangled at the initial moment of
time
~(0) = (0) = 
E
(0)(0): (2.5)
In all alulations below we suppose that the initial states of the bath osillators are
thermalized 

(0)  exp( h!

b
+

b

=k
B
T ). In aordane with [64,74℄ the evolution of the
system is desribed by a Green's matrix
~ = D
SE
(t; 0)(0); (2.6)
where D
SE
(t; 0) (0) = T exp
"
 i=h
t
R
0
dL()
#
, T stands for the time ordering operator.
The ansatz of the disentanglement Eq. (2.5) allows us to deouple the evolution of the
system from the evolution of the environment on the basis of the redued Green's matrix
D
SE
(t; 0) = Tr
E
h
D
SE
(t; 0)
E
(0)
i
so that
Tr
E
~(t) = Tr
E
h
D
SE
(t; 0)
E
(0)(0)
i
= D
SE
(t; 0)(0) (2.7)
The onnetion between  and ~ reads
 = Tr
E
 = Tr
E
~ = Tr
E
h
exp

 i=hH
S
t

~ exp

i=hH
S
t
i
= exp

 i=hH
S
t

Tr
E
~ exp

i=hH
S
t

: (2.8)
Formula (2.7) ensures the following property
(D
SE
)
 1
(t; 0)Tr
E
~ =  (0) : (2.9)
Substituting Eq. (2.7) into Eq. (2.4) gives:
_ =  i=h
h
H
S
; 
i
+ exp

 i=hH
S
t

_
D
SE
(t; 0) (0) exp

i=hH
S
t

: (2.10)
In the last equation the whole inuene of the bath is inluded in
_
D
SE
(t; 0). In order
to obtain a dierential equation for  whih is loal in time we substitute the property
Eq. (2.9) into Eq. (2.10) so that
_ =  i=h
h
H
S
; 
i
+ exp

 i=hH
S
t

_
D
SE
(t; 0)
h
(D
SE
)
 1
(t; 0)Tr
E
~
i
exp

i=hH
S
t

: (2.11)
Fatorizing the operator and the DM term one obtains
_ =  i=h
h
H
S
; 
i
+ exp

 i=hH
S
t

_
D
SE
(t; 0)(D
SE
)
 1
(t; 0) exp

i=hH
S
t


h
exp

 i=hH
S
t

Tr
E
~ exp

i=hH
S
t
i
: (2.12)
Substituting Eq. (2.8) in Eq. (2.12) gives:
_ =  i=h
h
H
S
; 
i
+ exp

 i=hH
S
t

_
D
SE
(t; 0)(D
SE
)
 1
(t; 0) exp

i=hH
S
t

: (2.13)
So we have obtained a dierential RDMEM instead of the integral Eq. (2.6).
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2.4 Cumulant expansion
Equation (2.13) is found to be exat for the initially disentangled system and bath if
the bath does not hange in time. Suh a preise desription of the bath inuene is
possible with the path inetgral tehnique [75℄ but found to be numerially expensive. Here
we perform some approximations to onsider the inuene of the bath in leading order.
Taking into aount Eq. (2.6) and Eq. (2.7) the redued Green's matrix for Eq. (2.13)
reads:
D
SE
(t; 0) = Tr
E
8
<
:
T exp
t
Z
0
d [ i=hL ()℄ 
E
(0)
9
=
;
(2.14)
Below we dene a funtion F () as follows:
Tr
E
[F ()℄ = hF ()i = Tr
E
8
<
:
T exp 
t
Z
0
d [ i=hL ()℄ 
E
(0)
9
=
;
(2.15)
To expand this expression in the umulant form hF i = exp

P
n

n
K
n

we solve the
following dierential equation:
d
dt
F =  i=hL (t)F . The solutions of this equation in
zeroth, rst, and seond orders of perturbation theory are, respetively:
F
(0)
= 1
F
(1)
= 1  i=h
t
Z
0
L () d
F
(2)
= 1  i=h
t
Z
0
L () d   i=h
t
Z
0
L () d
2
4
 i=h

Z
0
L (
0
) d
0
3
5
(2.16)
The expression for D
SE
(t; 0) in seond order of the perturbative and the umulant expan-
sions read, respetively
hF (; t)i  1  i=h
t
Z
0
hL ()i d +
 
 i
h
!
2
t
Z
0

Z
0
hL () dL (
0
)i d
0
(2.17)
hF (; t)i = exp
(
X
n

n
K
n
)
 1 +
X
n

n
K
n
+
 
X
n

n
K
n
!
2
+ : : : (2.18)
As Eq. (2.17) is equal to Eq. (2.18) so
K
1
=  i=h
t
Z
0
d hL ()i (2.19)
K
2
+
1
2
(K
1
)
2
=

 i
h

2
t
Z
0

Z
0
hL () dL (
0
)i d
0
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K
2
=

 i
h

2
t
Z
0

Z
0
hL ()L (
0
)i dd
0
 
1
2
0

 i=h
t
Z
0
hL ()i d
1
A
2
(2.20)
Now we shall use the well known fat that
"
t
R
0
f () d
#
2
= 2
t
R
0
f () d

R
0
f (
0
) d
0
. This
fat helps to rewrite the seond umulant Eq. (2.20) in the following form:
K
2
=

 i
h

2
t
Z
0
d

Z
0
d
0
fhL ()L (
0
)i   hL ()i hL (
0
)ig : (2.21)
If we know K
1
and K
2
from Eq. (2.19) and Eq. (2.21) then the trae of F given by
Eq. (2.15) yields:
D
SE
(t; 0) = hF ()ij
=1
= expK: (2.22)
where K  K
1
+ K
2
. Equation (2.22) allows to express the kernel of the dierential
Eq. (2.13) as
_
DD
 1
=
_
K, where
_
K =
d
dt
(K
1
+K
2
) =  i=h hL (t)i+ ( i=h)
2
t
Z
0
d fhL (t)L ()i   hL (t)i hL ()ig (2.23)
Transforming bak from Liouvillian to Hamiltonian form yields
_
K =  i=h
hD
~
H
SE
(t)
E
; 
i
  h
 2
t
Z
0
d
nDh
~
H
SE
(t) ;
h
~
H
SE
() ; 
iiE
 
hD
~
H
SE
(t)
E
;
hD
~
H
SE
()
E
; 
iio
(2.24)
It is easy to show that
D
~
H
SE
(t)
E
= 0 sine
_
K = h
 2
t
Z
0
d
Dh
~
H
SE
(t) ;
h
~
H
SE
() ; 
iiE
(2.25)
This expression is found to be preise up to the seond order umulant expansion. Taking
some approximation this equation an be transformed into either Agarwal-type master
equation used for the analysis of the HO in hapter 3 or Louisell-Lax-type master equation
used for the alulation of the ET ansfer dynamis in artiial photosyntheti moleular
aggregates in hapter 4. Below we show some steps of derivation for the Louisell-Lax-type
master equation.
2.5 Master Equation
Making the RWA in Eq. (2.25) and performing averaging over the bath degrees of freedom
one gets bath orrelation funtions [73,24℄
D
b

0
()b
+

(t)
E
= Æ

0

[n(!

) + 1℄ exp [i!

(t  )℄,
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where n(!) = [exp (h!=k
B
T )   1℄
 1
denotes the Bose-Einstein distribution. Bak in the
Shrodinger piture Eq. (2.4) reads
_ =   i=h[H
S
; ℄  1=h
2
X

Z
t
0
d (2.26)

nh
R
n+1
(!

; t  )(V
+

V

   V

V
+

)  R
n+1
(!

;    t)(V

V
+

  V
+

V

)
i
+
h
R
n
(!

;    t)(V

V
+

   V
+

V

) R
n
(!

; t  )(V
+

V

  V

V
+

)
io
;
where
R
n
(!; ) =
X

n

K
2

exp [ i(!

  !) ℄ (2.27)
are the orrelation funtions of the environment perturbations. The subsript n in
Eq. (2.26) refers to the fator n

in Eq. (2.27). To obtain R
n+1
one replaes n

by n

+1.
The integral in Eq. (2.26) has dierent behavior on short and long time sales. On the time
sale omparable to the bath orrelation time the funtionR allows that non-resonant bath
modes !

6= !

give a ontribution to the system dynamis. Here we apply the Markov
approximation, i.e., we restrit ourselves to the limit of long times and then the above men-
tioned integral is an approximation of the delta funtion lim
t!1
R
t
0
R
n
(!; t  )=n

d =

P

K
2

Æ(!   !

). Furthermore, we replae the disrete set of bath modes with a
ontinuous one. To do so one has to introdue the spetral density of bath modes
J(!) = 
P

K
2

Æ(!   !

) and to replae the summation by an integration. Finally
one obtains the following master equation
_ =  
i
h
[
^
H
S
; ℄ + L ; (2.28)
with
L =
X

 

n
[n (!

) + 1℄ ([
^
V

;
^
V
+

℄ + [
^
V

; 
^
V
+

℄) (2.29)
+ n(!

)([
^
V
+

;
^
V

℄ + [
^
V
+

; 
^
V

℄)
o
;
where the damping onstant
 

= h
 2
J(!

) (2.30)
depends on the oupling of the transition ji ! ji to the bath mode of the same
frequeny. Formally, the damping onstant depends on the density of bath modes J at
the transition frequeny !

. Equation (2.29) belongs to Louisell-Lax type and maintains
the Lindblad form. We apply this equation to the system of disrete levels to desribe the
ET proess in hapter 4. A version of this equation without RWA is arefully investigated
in hapter 3 in appliation to a single HO.
Chapter 3
First Appliation: Harmoni
Osillator
In this hapter we develop and adopt the theoretial method, introdued in the previous
hapter to the HO. This approah is well suited for systems with negligible eletroni
oupling between dierent diabati states and a single reation oordinate modelled by
a HO. Although it is a quite simple system, the study of its dynamis allows to answer
the question about the border between lassial and quantum eets. This question deals
with the superposition of oherent states of the HO.
We begin this hapter with the introdution of the superpositional states and a brief
review of deoherene problem (setion 3.1). In setions 3.2 and 3.3 we briey rederive the
methods of investigation of the HO oupled to a thermal bath. In setion 3.4 we disuss
the behavior of the superpositional states either using the analytial method derived in
setion 3.3 or by numerial simulation.
One of the goals of this ontribution is to present a onsistent analysis of the deo-
herene on the basis of a DM approah starting from von Neumann's equation for the
DM of the whole system, i.e. the mirosopi quantum system and the "marosopi"
environment.
3.1 Introdution to the deoherene problem
There is a number of propositions how to reate the superposition states in mesosopi
systems, or systems that have both marosopi and mirosopi features. A representa-
tive example is the superposition of two oherent states of the HO
j; i = N
 1

ji+ e
i
j i

(3.1)
for a relatively large amplitude (  3  5). Here, ji is a oherent state and N =
h
2 + 2 os exp

 2 jj
2
i
1=2
is a normalization onstant. These states have been observed
reently for the intraavity mirowave eld [76℄ and for motional states of a trapped ion
[77℄. Additionally, it has been predited that superpositions of oherent states of mole-
ular vibrations ould be prepared by appropriately exiting a moleule with two short
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laser pulses [78℄ and the pratial possibilities of realizing suh an experiment have been
disussed [79℄. In this sheme the quantum interferene would survive on a pioseond
time sale, whih is harateristi for moleular vibrations.
From the theoretial point of view, quantum deoherene has been studied extensively
[16,80{87℄. Most eorts foused on the deoherene of the HO states due to the oupling
to the heat bath, onsisting of a large number of osillators representing the environment.
The energeti spetrum of the bath is usually taken to be broad and dense to provide
the transfer of exitation energy from the system to the bath. The system is usually
desribed on the basis of the master equation for the redued density operator. There
are few general approahes for this method. In most approahes listed in hapter 2
one adopts the Markov approximation for real alulations. It means that all details of
the omplex system-environment interation are negleted and relaxation is desribed by
the harateristi deay onstants. The physial analysis of the system behavior beyond
the Markov approximation have been proposed by Zurek [16℄: the oupling with the
environment singles out a preferred set of states, alled "the pointer basis". Only vetors
of this basis survive the quantum dynamis. The vetors of the pointer basis are the
eigenvetors of operators, whih ommute with the (full) interation Hamiltonian of the
system. This basis depends on the form of the oupling. Very often this pointer basis
onsists of the eigenstates of the oordinate operator. The density operator desribing
the system evolves to diagonal form in the pointer basis, whih is usually onneted to
the disappearane of quantum interferene. The two approahes give dierent pitures of
the same deoherene proesses.
3.2 Generalized master equation
Let us onsider a single moleule vibrational mode as a one-dimensional harmoni po-
tential. For this ase the ommon Hamiltonian Eq. (2.1) ontains the moleular system
H
S
= h! (a
+
a+ 1=2). The moleule interats with a number of harmoni osillators
modeling the environment. In the interation Hamiltonian
H
SE
= h
X

K


b
+

+ b

 
a + a
+

: (3.2)
a (a
+
) are annihilation (reation) operators of moleular vibrations with frequeny !,
b

(b
+

) operators for the environmental vibrations having the frequenies !

. K

is the
oupling between them. Performing the same steps of derivation as for Eq. (2.26) but
without RWA we arrive at the non-Markovian master equation for the HO
_ =  i!
h
a
+
a; 
i
+ L; (3.3)
where the ation of the relaxation operator L is dened by
L =
h
A
n+1
+ A
+
n

; a
+
+ a
i
+
h
a
+
+ a; 

A
n
+ A
+
n+1
i
: (3.4)
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Figure 3.1: Time-dependent relaxation oeÆients 
n+1
(solid line), 
n
(diamonds), ~
n+1
(boxes), ~
n
(rosses) of the master Eq. (3.3), alulated for a bath ontaining 60 modes in
the range [0; 6!℄, with oupling funtion K(!

) 
p
0:1.
Here, the operators A
n
and A
n+1
are dened by the linear ombinations of the operators
a and a
+
as
A
n
= 
n
(t) a + ~
n
(t) a
+
;
A
n+1
= 
n+1
(t) a+ ~
n+1
(t) a
+
; (3.5)
with the funtions (see Fig. 3.1)

n+1
(t) =
Z
t
0
R
n+1
()d =
X

K
2

(n

+ 1)
e
 i(!

 !)t
  1
 i(!

  !)
; (3.6)

n
(t) =
Z
t
0
R
n
()d =
X

K
2

n

e
 i(!

 !)t
  1
 i(!

  !)
; (3.7)
~
n+1
(t) =
Z
t
0
R
n+1
()e
 2i!
d =
X

K
2

(n

+ 1)
e
 i(!

+!)t
  1
 i(!

+ !)
; (3.8)
~
n
(t) =
Z
t
0
R
n
()e
 2i!
d =
X

K
2

n

e
 i(!

+!)t
  1
 i(!

+ !)
: (3.9)
Note, that R
n
and R
n+1
are the orrelation funtions of the environmental perturba-
tions (2.27), where n

= [exp (h!

=k
B
T )   1℄
 1
denotes the number of quanta in the
bath mode with the frequeny !

. Subsripts n and n + 1 indiate the harater of the
temperature dependene, refering to the fators n

and n

+ 1 in Eqs. (3.6)-(3.9).
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The funtions  orrespond to the frition oeÆient in the lassial limit. The rst
two oeÆients 
n
and 
n+1
strongly depend on the oupling onstant K

for frequenies
!

' ! and on the number of quanta in the bath modes with the same frequenies, whilst
the oeÆients ~
n
and ~
n+1
are very small for all frequenies.

n+1
and 
n
desribe the situation when an emission of a quantum from the system
with rate 
n+1
ours more probably than an absorption of a quantum with rate 
n
. The
terms of the master equation assoiated with ~
n+1
and ~
n
originate from the non-RWA
terms ab

, a
+
b
+

of the Hamiltonian (3.2) and orrespond to the reverse situation: an
absorption ~
n+1
is more probable than an emission ~
n
. As shown in Fig. 3.1 the last two
types of terms are essential only for the rst stage of relaxation t 

, where 

denotes
the orrelation time of environmental perturbations.
The obtained master equation (3.3) desribes dierent stages of vibrational relaxation.
The initial stage is dened by a period of time smaller than the orrelation time 

. This
time an roughly be estimated as 

 2=! from the width ! of the perturbation
spetrum K
2

. For suh small times one an approximate the master equation (3.3)-(3.9)
in the following form
_ =  i!
h
a
+
a; 
i
+  
nh
a
+
+ a

; a
+
+ a
i
+
h
a
+
+ a; 

a
+
+ a
io
; (3.10)
where   =
P

K
2

(2n

+ 1) is a real onstant. As follows from Eq. (3.10), the pointer basis
for this step of relaxation is dened by the eigenstates of the position operator
^
Q  a
+
+a.
Another period of time, for whih the form of the relaxation operator R aording to
Eq. (3.4) is universal, is the kineti stage, where t  

and the Markov approximation
beomes appliable. In this stage the master equation has the form
_ =  i!
h
a
+
a; 
i
(3.11)
+
nhh
(n+ 1)a+ na
+
i
; a
+
+ a
i
+
h
a
+
+ a; 
h
(n + 1)a+ na
+
iio
;
where  = K
2
g is the deay rate of the vibrational amplitude. Here n = n

, K = K

and the density of the bath states g = g(!

) are evaluated at the frequeny ! = !

of
the seleted osillator. It should be stressed that Eq. (3.11) diers from the usual master
equation for a damped HO for derivation of whih the RWA is applied [76{79,81{84℄. Still
Eq. (3.11) is only a partiular ase of the more general Eqs. (3.3)-(3.9). To the best of
our knowledge Agarwal [27℄ was the rst who derived this equation. The phase-sensitive
relaxation leads to the new eet of lassial squeezing and to a derease of the eetive
HO frequeny [88℄. Inbetween there is a time interval, where relaxation is spei and
depends on the partiular spetrum of K
2

.
3.3 Analytial solution for wave paket dynamis
The solution of the equation of motion of the RDM an be onveniently found us-
ing the harateristi funtion formalism [89{92℄. This formalism enables us to use
the dierential operators


and



instead of a
+
and a. From the set of normally
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ordered F = Tr

e
a
+
e
 

a

, abnormally ordered F = Tr

e
 

a
e
a
+

and Wigner
F = Tr

e
 

a+a
+

harateristi funtions [91℄ we use here only the rst. Multiply-
ing both sides of Eq. (3.3) with the fator f = exp (a
+
) exp ( 

a) and taking the
trae one an rearrange all terms into suh a form that a and a
+
preede the appropri-
ate exponent. For this operation we hange the order of operators using the expression
a exp (a
+
) = exp (a
+
) (a+ ) to make the transformation a
+
exp (a
+
) =


exp (a
+
).
After that every term an be represented by the normally ordered harateristi funtion
F = Tr(f); (3.12)
upon whih one of the dierential operators ats. We obtain, e.g., Tr ([a
+
a; ℄ f) =






  



F , Tr ([a
+
; a℄ f) = 




  


F , and Tr ([a; a
+
℄ f) =  




F . Suh
manipulations lead us nally to the omplex-valued partial dierential equation:
_
F =   [i!

+  (+ 

)℄



F + [i!  

(+ 

)℄


F
  (+ 

) (

+ 

)F; (3.13)
where
(t) = 
n+1
(t) + ~

n
(t)  

(t);
(t) = 

n
(t) + ~
n+1
(t) (3.14)
are relaxation funtions. An analogous method was used by Puri and Lawande [92℄,
who also treated an HO oupled to the heat bath with the help of the normally ordered
harateristi funtion. They obtained a general expression for time evolution of the har-
ateristi funtion for an arbitrary initial state of the osillator, see Eq. (12) in Ref. [92℄.
This expression is valid for the non-Markovian regime but performed under RWA.
We an solve Eq. (3.13) by using the integral representation for the harateristi
funtion F (; 

; 0) = Tr

e
a
+

e
 a


whih formally allows us to desribe the nondiagonal
DM. Below the notation
R R
dd(; ) = h ji is adopted. An initial harateristi
funtion
F (; 

; 0) =
Z Z
dde
 

(; ) (3.15)
will evolve in aordane with Eq. (3.13) as
F (; 

; t) =
Z Z
dd exp
"
X
m;n
K
(;)
mn
(t)
m
( 

)
n
#
(; ): (3.16)
Taking the derivatives of the harateristi funtion (3.12) one obtains the mean values
of observables, in partiular the mean number of quanta is given by
D
a
+
a
E
=  

2
F







=

=0
 
F

F







=

=0
: (3.17)
Here we restrit the umulant expansion to the seond order, i.e. m + n  2 . For a
wide lass of initial states (oherent, thermal, squeezed, et.) higher order umulants
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vanish and our approximation beomes exat. The umulants ould hold nondiagonal
information, suh as the DM, in relevant ases we stress it with the upper index () or
().
The funtions K
mn
(t) in Eq. (3.16) are given by the solutions of the sets of equations
_
K
()
01
=   (i! + )K
()
01
+ 

K
()
10
;
_
K
()
10
= (i!   

)K
()
10
+ K
()
01
; (3.18)
_
K
11
= 2<   2 (<)K
11
+ 2K
02
+ 2

K
20
;
_
K
20
=  

+ K
11
+ 2 (i!   

)K
20
; (3.19)
_
K
02
=   + 

K
11
  2 (i!   )K
02
;
with the initial values
K
()
10
(t = 0) = ;
K
()
01
(t = 0) = ;
K
11
(t = 0) = K
20
(t = 0) = K
02
(t = 0) = 0:
(3.20)
< and = stands for real and imaginary part of a omplex variable, respetively. For the
speial ase  = 

, these initial onditions represent the oherent state with amplitude .
This solution an be used for the onstrution of wave pakets in dierent representations.
Here, we will disuss the oordinate representation, in partiular the dependene of the
probability density P on the vibrational oordinate Q and on time
P (Q; t) =
1
2
Z
1
 1
de
 iQ
 (; t) ; (3.21)
where
 (; t) = Tr

e
i
(
a
+
+a
)
(t)

= e
 
2
=2
F (i; i; t) (3.22)
is a harateristi funtion for the position operator, whih is nothing but the diagonal of
the Wigner harateristi funtion [91℄. Evaluating the integral (3.21) we nally obtain
P (Q; t) =
Z Z
ddP
(;)
(Q; t) (; ); (3.23)
where
P
(;)
(Q; t) =
1
2
q
V (t)
exp
8
>
<
>
:
 
h
Q Q
(;)
(t)
i
2
4V (t)
9
>
=
>
;
(3.24)
and
Q
(;)
(t) = K
()
10
(t) +K
()
01
(t) ; (3.25)
V (t) =
1
2
+K
11
(t) +K
20
(t) +K
02
(t) : (3.26)
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For the ase  = 

the funtion Q
(;

)
denotes the expetation values of the oordinate
operator of the oherent state, V is the broadening of the Gaussian paket Eq. (3.24).
The distribution P an be used for the investigation of relaxation dynamis for any initial
state of moleular vibration, but it is best suited for studying the evolution of the states
prepared as a superposition of oherent states. Below, we will disuss the relaxation
dynamis of initially oherent states and the superposition Eq. (3.1) of two oherent
states.
3.4 Coherent states and their superpositions
3.4.1 Coherent states
Here we investigate the relaxation dynamis using the master equation (3.3). For the o-
herently exited states j
0
i the initial harateristi funtion is F (; 

; 0) = exp (

0
  
0


).
Thus, the initial values for K
()
10
(t) and K
()
01
(t) are 

0
and 
0
. In the rst stage of re-
laxation, when t  

, the relaxation funtions are  (t) = 0,  (t) =  t. Therefore, the
solution of the system of Eqs. (3.18)-(3.19) gives
Q
(

0
;
0
)
(t) = 2<


0
e
 i!t

V (t) =
1
2
+  t
2
: (3.27)
Even in this early stage there is a small quadrati broadening of the wave paket P
(


0
;
0
)
(Q; t) without hanging its mean amplitude. After the intermediate stage of relaxation
the solution of the system goes into the Markovian stage of relaxation, where the master
equation (3.11) works. For this stage the solution of Eqs. (3.18)-(3.19) reads
Q
(


0
;
0
)
(t) = 2< [
0
z (t)℄ e
 t
;
V (t) =
1
2
+ n  ne
 2t
"
1 +


~!

2
(1  os 2~!t) +

~!
sin 2~!t
#
; (3.28)
where
z (t) = os ~!t + (=~!) sin ~!t+ i(!=~!) sin ~!t;
~! =
q
!
2
  
2
; (3.29)
n = [exp(h!=kT )  1℄
 1
:
Equation (3.29) demonstrates the derease of the eetive harmoni osillator frequeny
due to the phase-dependent interation with the bath, well-known in lassial mehanis,
but absent in the majority of quantum onsiderations performed with RWA [84,90,92{95℄.
Negleting the terms a
+
b
+

, ab

in Hamiltonian (2.1), and repeating the derivation for the
rst-order umulant moments one obtains the analogs of Eqs. (3.18)
_
K
()
01
=   (i! + )K
()
01
;
_
K
()
10
= (i!   

)K
()
10
: (3.30)
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The solutions K
()
01
= exp ( i!   )t, K
()
10
= exp (i!   )t do not present any hange
of the HO frequeny. So we onlude that this redution of the frequeny is due to the
phase-sensitivity of the Hamiltonian (3.2).
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Figure 3.2: Dynamis of the wave paket P (Q; t) (left plot), its variane V (right plot, solid
line), and mean number of quanta ha
+
ai (right plot, dashed line) for  = 0:1!, k
B
T = 3h!,
Q
0
= 4.
The broadening of the wave paket V (t) is displayed in Fig. 3.2 for the damping
 = 0:1! hosen to present the predition of Eq. (3.28) most learly. An extremely
rapid relaxation of the same order was assumed for the exiton motion simulation in a
photosyntheti omplex [96℄. However, for the majority of real systems the damping rate
is a few orders of magnitude lower. With methods of so-alled quantum tomography [97℄
even the rapid relaxation of the wave paket like in Fig. 3.2 an be observed experimentally.
The inrease of V (t) appears due to absorption of quanta from the heat bath and an be
obtained already using RWA. The osillation of the broadening whih we diretly derived
in oordinate spae is in aordane with the osillations of seond moments of the Green's
funtion [27,98,99℄. Ref. [99℄ assumes initially a squeezed state. Our predition (3.28) goes
further, beause the osillation appears even for the usual oherent state as the initial one.
This osillation does not present quantum squeezing, beause the width is never smaller
than the ground state width.
The osillations with frequeny 2~! indued by the phase sensitivity of Hamiltonian (2.1)
also our for the mean number of quanta (3.17). For the Markovian stage of relaxation,
D
a
+
a
E
= n + e
 2t
"
j
0
j
2
  n

!
~!

2
+ 2j
0
j
2

~!
sin 2~!t + n


~!

2
os 2~!t
#
(3.31)
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starts from the number of quanta for the oherent state j
0
j
2
and relaxes to the number
of quanta in the resonant bath mode n, see Fig. 3.2. Tehnially the osillations are
indued by the non-RWA relaxation funtions ~
n+1
and ~
n
, Eqs. (3.8)-(3.9), while Kohen,
Marston, and Tannor [72℄ treat the features of a non-RWA approah with the onept of
a dissipation rate osillating in time.
In Fig. 3.2 we have shown the dynamis of the mean number of quanta ha
+
ai. Its
distribution has been presented by Milburn and Walls [100℄ for a squeezed state of the
HO.
3.4.2 Superposition of two oherent states. Creation
The methods derived in setion 3.3 are easy appliable to the evolution of the super-
position of two oherent states. Superpositional states attrat attention due to spei
quantum eets they are involved in. Suh eets of quantum nature whih an be realized
experimentally are disussed for quantum teleportation [101,102℄, quantum ryptography
[103℄, and quantum omputation [17,104℄. All these eets are possible as long as the
states remain pure and keep their superpositional nature.
Suh states are reated experimentally for the motional states of a trapped atom
[77,105℄ oupled to its hyperne transition and for the miroresonator mode interating
with a Rydberg atom [106℄. The dynamis of suh type of systems is suessfully predited
by the so-alled Jaynes-Cummings Model (JCM) [107℄ inluding a HO h!
0
a
+
a oupled
linearly to a two level system (TLS) with h!
TLS
via (in RWA)
H
SB
= g(a
+

 
+ a
+
); (3.32)
where 
 
= j1i h2j denotes the TLS lowering operator, and allows the analytial solution
[107℄. There are investigations onsidering the JCM oupling without RWA [108℄. Another
extension of JCM is the introdution of dissipation proesses [94,109℄ assoiated with
spontaneous emission from a TLS and the loss of energy from the avity through mirrors
[110,111℄.
In the simplest generalization of the linear oupling the interation is proportional
to the number of quanta [112℄. An intensity dependent interation was onsidered by
Buzek [113℄. Gerry [114℄ has onsidered a multiquanta interation. A partiular ase,
namely two-quanta transitions attrats interest up to nowadays [114{118℄.
To illustrate the reation of superpositional at-like states (3.1) we have performed
a alulation with the HO-TLS interation Eq. (3.32). In our alulation the oupling
strength g = 0:2!
TLS
is taken a few hundred times larger than in experiment [106℄ to
make the wave paket dynamis more pronouned.
We have alulated the time evolution of the DM 
JCM
MmNn
(t) of the TLS (M , N de-
noting, e. g., the Rydberg states of a Rb atom in [106℄) and a HO (m, n labeling the
exitations of, e. g., the eletromagneti eld mode in the miroresonator whih is tuned
to !
TLS
). Initially the eld is prepared in a oherent state, the atom in the exited state:

JCM
MmNn
(t = 0) = Æ
2M
Æ
N2
exp jj
2

m
(

)
n
p
m!n!
: (3.33)
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The trae over the eld degree of freedom yields the state of the atom

TLS
MN
=
h
Tr
HO

JCM
i
MN
=
X
m

JCM
MmNm
(3.34)
and vie versa

HO
mn
=
h
Tr
TLS

JCM
i
mn
=
X
M

JCM
MmMn
: (3.35)
The eld mode is haraterized by the wave paket
P
HO
(Q; t) =
X
m

HO
mm
(t) 
m
(Q); (3.36)
where  
m
(Q) denotes the HO eigenfuntions, and the mean value of the oordinate is

Q(t) =
1
Z
 1
P
HO
(Q; t)QdQ: (3.37)
The state of the atom is haraterized by its population
P
TLS
(t) = 
TLS
22
(t): (3.38)
The wave paket (3.36) shown in Fig. 3.3(a) evolves from the oherent state with one
peak to the superpositional state with two peaks (at !
0
t ' 27) or interferene struture
(at !
0
t ' 25). The mean value (3.37) of the oordinate, see Fig. 3.3(b), reets this
transition from oherent to superpositional state: it osillates initially and then relaxes to
zero, beause the wave paket of a superpositional state (3.1) is symmetri with respet
to Q = 0. The TLS population (3.38) in Fig. 3.3() also redues to zero, beause the
interation with eah pair of HO modes n, n + 1 yields an osillation of the TLS popu-
lation (3.38) with frequeny given by the eetive oupling g
p
n+ 1, so that the many
HO levels initially populated, see Eq. (3.33), lead to destrutive interferene of these os-
illations. When the damping rate is small enough a revival ours [93,119℄. To prepare
the superposition of oherent states we eliminate the revival by restriting the time of the
atom-eld interation. Gerry and Knight [120℄ mention applying two =2 pulses to the
Rydberg atom before and after its interation with a eld mode.
In this subsetion we illustrated a possible method to reate a superpositional state (3.1)
of a resonator eld mode. The preparation of a motional state of a trapped ion in the
state (3.1) is reported in Ref. [77℄, while the exitation of the moleular vibration in this
state by two short laser pulses is disussed in Refs. [78,79℄. In the next subsetion we
alulate how the superpositional states evolve in time.
3.4.3 Superposition of two oherent states. Deoherene
For the initial superposition of two oherent states (3.1) the normally ordered harater-
isti funtion Eq. (3.12) onsists of four terms:
F (; 

; 0) = N
 2
h
F


;
+ F
 

; 
+ e
 2jj
2

e
i
F


; 
+ e
 i
F
 

;
i
(3.39)
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Figure 3.3: Preparation of superpositional state. The HO with !
0
is oupled to a single TLS
(!
TLS
= 1:01!
0
), with oupling g = 0:2!
0
. Initially the HO is prepared in a oherent state
at Q
0
= 2:5, the TLS in the exited state. The time axis shows dimensionless time !
0
t. (a)
Evolution of the HO wave paket P (Q; t). (b) Mean value of the HO oordinate. () Population
of the TLS.
with F
;
= e
 

. The rst terms desribe the mixture of two oherent states, ji hj+
j i h j. The last two terms orrespond to a quantum interferene, i.e., they reet the
oherent properties of the superposition. In aordane with Eqs. (3.18)-(2.21) and the
equation of motion (3.11) of the RDM this initial state evolves as
P (Q; t) =
1
N
2
h
P
(

;)
(Q; t) + P
( 

; )
(Q; t)
i
+ P
int
(Q; t) (3.40)
with the interferene term
P
int
(Q; t) =
1
N
2
e
 2jj
2
h
e
i
P
(

; )
(Q; t) + e
 i
P
( 

;)
(Q; t)
i
(3.41)
where P
(;)
(Q; t) is given by Eq. (3.24) with
Q
(

;)
(t) =  Q
( 

; )
(t) = 2< [z(t)℄ e
 t
; (3.42)
Q
(

; )
(t) =  Q
( 

;)
(t) = 2i= [z (t)℄ e
 t
: (3.43)
V (t) and z (t) are dened by Eqs. (3.28)-(3.29). Rewriting the real part of Eq. (3.41) we
nally obtain
P
int
(Q; t) =
1
N
2
1
q
V (t)
exp
 
 2 jj
2
+
4 f= [z(t)℄g
2
e
 2t
 Q
2
4V (t)
!
(3.44)
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os
(
 Q
=[z(t)℄
V (t)
e
 t
)
:
Figure 3.4 illustrates, how the superpositional state (3.1) evolves in time in aordane
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Figure 3.4: Time evolution of the superposition of oherent states for ! = 1,  = 0:01!, n = 0,
 = 2,  =

2
.
with Eq. (3.40). It follows from Eq. (3.44), that the interferene term desribing quantum
oherene in the system is only signiant when
f= [z (t)℄g
2
V (t)
e
 2t
 2 jj
2
: (3.45)
This is true for t 1, and moreover, when the two wave pakets of the state (3.1) ome
lose together (i.e., at the moment when z (t
i
)  i). Expanding Eq. (3.45) into a series at
these points and taking into aount t
i
 1, it is easy to see that
P
int
 exp
 
 2 jj
2
+
f= [z (t
i
)℄g
2
V (t
i
)
(1  2t
i
)
!
: (3.46)
The deoherene is due to two reasons: The spreading V (t
i
) = 1=2 + V (t
i
)n of the
wave paket due to thermal exitations by the bath, and amplitude deoherene. The
latter means, that even for the ase n = 0 and = (z (t
i
)) = jj quantum interferene
disappears exponentially with the rate
t
 1
de
' 2 jj
2
 (3.47)
This result obtained by Zurek [16℄ is the main reason why quantum interferene is
diÆult to observe in the mesosopi and marosopi world. For example, a physial
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system with mass 1g in a superposition state with a separation of 1m shows a ratio
of relaxation and deoherene time sales of 10
40
. Even if our measuring devie is able
to reet the quantum properties of the mirosystem, nevertheless objetiation [121℄
ours due to the oupling between the meter and the environment. The fundamental
result of Eq. (3.47) is obtained no matter whih approah is used, e.g. the RWA or Zurek's
pointer basis approah or the self-onsistent desription of the present work. However, the
time dependene of the superposition terms of the distribution of Eq. (3.44) diers a little
bit, whih an be seen in Fig. 3.5. As quantum interferene is more sensitive, we have used
it for omparison of three dierent approahes to the present problem. Figure 3.5 shows
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Figure 3.5: Time dependene of P
int
(Q; t) for ! = 1,  = 0:25!, n = 0:4,  = 2,  = 0, Q
0
= 0.
The solid line represents the ase Eq. (3.28), the diamonds represent RWA, the bullets represent
earliest-time analysis Eq. (3.27).
the dierene between the time evolutions, whih result from Eq. (3.27), from Eq. (3.28),
and from the orresponding result of the RWA approah.
These dierenes arise due to the fat that during the relaxation there is no onstant
pointer basis for all steps of the evolution. As follows from Eqs. (3.10) and (3.11), this
basis hanges from the position eigenstate basis in Eq. (3.10) to the more ompliated
basis in Eq. (3.11).
3.4.4 Partial onservation of superposition
As the interferene term (3.44) of the wave paket deays inevitably, it is diÆult to
observe the eets mentioned in subsetion 3.4.2. The deoherene determines, e. g., the
main requirement to the potential elements of quantum omputers: the deoherene time
should be smaller than the omputation time [104℄. One should nd a system maximally
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isolated from an environment or inrease the deoherene time artiially. One ould
prolong the oherent interval of the evolution by inreasing the number of information
transfer hannels [122℄, by feedbak methods [123℄, or by so-alled passive methods [124℄.
Here we disuss in detail one more method of oherene preserving, namely organization
of interation with the environment [16,125,126℄. The idea of this method is to hoose
the system or the regime of system evolution whih ensures a spei type of system-bath
oupling, sometimes a nonlinear one. The linear oupling (3.2) to A = a
+
+a orresponds
to the resonant exhange of quanta between system and bath. A oupling to the number
of phonons used in desription of a trapped ion [126℄ and of exiton evolution in moleular
rystals [53℄ desribes the bath-indued modulation of the system transition frequeny. A
oupling of the form A = (a+)(a ) is disussed in Ref. [125℄ and Glauber's generalized
annihilation operator [127,128℄
A = a exp

ia
+
a

(3.48)
in Ref. [123℄. An exoti oupling operator a (a
+
a  ha
+
ai) is disussed in Ref. [126℄.
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Figure 3.6: Shemati presentation of the two-quanta proess.
In Zurek's ansatz [16℄ the eigenstates j i
A
of the oupling operator A (pointer states)
are not perturbed by the interation with the reservoir. For the linear oupling (3.2) and
high temperature limit n  n + 1 in Eq. (3.11) suh \pointer states" are represented
by eigenstates of the oordinate operator [16℄, namely oherent states. In our approah
they evolve in time. For the operator (3.48) the eigen- and, respetively, pointer states
oinide with the superpositional states j; i given by Eq. (3.1). This oupling preserves
the superposition from deoherene, but it is rather diÆult to nd an experimental
system that provides suh type of oupling to the environment. We onsider a less exoti
one, when the majority of the bath modes are not equal in frequeny with the seleted
system, so that loss of amplitude and phase must be delayed. As a simplest example
we take the quantum system surrounded by HOs with frequenies doubled to that of the
system !

= 2! as shown in Fig. 3.6. Although this is still a resonane situation, it leads
to unusual behavior ompared to the usual ase !

= !, disussed above. Desribing it
in RWA we rewrite the interation (3.2)
H
SE
= h
X

K

h
b
+

a
2
+ b

(a
+
)
2
i
; (3.49)
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as disussed in Ref. [85℄. Applying the evolution operator (2.7) we obtain again Eq. (3.3)
for the RDM  of the seleted system, but with some hanges of the relaxational part (3.4)
L =  (n

+ 1)
nh
a
2
; (a
+
)
2
i
+
h
(a
+
)
2
; a
2
io
+  n

nh
(a
+
)
2
; a
2
i
+
h
a
2
; (a
+
)
2
io
; (3.50)
where   = K
2

g

is the deay rate of the vibrational amplitude. Here, the number of
quanta in the bath mode n

, the oupling funtion K

, and the density of bath states g

are evaluated at !

= 2!. An analogous equation was derived in Ref. [129℄. The zero
temperature limit was used in Ref. [85℄.
In the basis of eigenstates jni of the unperturbed osillator the master eq. (3.50)
ontains only linear ombinations of terms as 
m;n
= hmj jni, 
m+2;n+2
, and 
m 2;n 2
.
It distinguishes even and odd initial states of the system. The odd state j1i annot relax
to the ground state j0i, but the even state j2i an.
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Figure 3.7: Inuene of dierent baths. Evolution of the oherent state: Mean value of the
oordinate, for Q
0
=  2:2. Diamonds: system oupled to the bath with !

= !,  = 0:15!.
Solid line: system oupled to the bath with !

= 2!,   = 0:5!.
The evolution of the system from dierent initial onditions was simulated numerially.
The equations of motion of the DM elements are integrated using a fourth-order Runge-
Kutta algorithm with stepsize ontrol. To make the set of dierential equations a nite
one we restrit the number of levels by m;n  20.
We show the time dependene of the mean value of the oordinate in Fig. 3.7. The
mean value in the usual ase !

= ! dereases with a onstant rate. The same initial
value of the system oupled to a bath with !

= 2! shows a fast derement in the rst
stage and almost no derement afterwards.
At temperature k
B
T = 2h!=ln3, orresponding to n(2!) = 0:5, we have simulated the
evolution of the same superpositional states for !

= ! and for !

= 2!, presented in
Fig. 3.8(a) and 3.8(b). For !

= ! the quantum interferene disappears already during the
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Figure 3.8: Inuene of dierent baths. (a) Time evolution of the superposition of oherent
states with initial separation 2Q
0
= 8 for !

= ! = 1,  = 0:005!, n = 1:36. (b) Same as (a),
but for !

= 2! with   = 0:005!, n

= 0:5.
rst period, while the amplitude dereases only slightly. The bath with !

= 2! leaves
the interferene almost unhanged, although a fast derease of the amplitude ours.
Therefore, it partially onserves the quantum superpositional state.
3.5 Summary
Starting from von Neumann's equation for a HO interating with the environment mod-
eled by a set of independent HOs we derived a non-Markovian master equation, whih has
been solved analytially. For two types of the bath with maximum of the spetral density
near the system frequeny and near the double of the system frequeny and for two dier-
ent initial states, namely a oherent state and a superposition of oherent states, the wave
paket dynamis in oordinate representation have been analysed. It has been shown that
wave paket dynamis demonstrates either "lassial squeezing" and the derease of the
eetive vibrational osillator frequeny due to the phase-dependent interation with the
bath, or a time-dependent relaxation rate, distint for even and odd states, and partial
onservation of quantum superposition due to the quadrati interation with the bath.
The deoherene also shows dierenes ompared to the usual damping proesses adopt-
ing RWA and to the desription using the pointer basis for deoherene proesses. We
onlude that there is no permanent pointer basis for the deay. There are two universal
stages of relaxation: the oherene stage and the Markovian stage of relaxation, both
having dierent pointer bases. We believe that the proposed method an be applied for
other initial states and dierent ouplings with the environment in real existing quan-
tum systems, whih is important in the light of reent ahievements in single moleule
spetrosopy, trapped ion states engineering, and quantum omputation.
Chapter 4
Eletron Transfer via Bridges
The present hapter deals with an important and quite diÆult problem - the mathemat-
ial modeling of ET. The purpose of our investigation is, at the one hand, to present a
simple, analytially solvable model based on the RDM formalism [130,73℄ and to apply it
to a porphyrin-quinone omplex whih is taken as a model system for the reation enters
in baterial photosynthesis, and on the other hand, to ompare this model with another
one, whih below we all the vibroni model.
Before the desription of these models and mathematial approahes some brief review
of the ET problem in experimental and theoretial ontexts is represented in setion 4.1.
In setion 4.2 we introdue the model of a moleular aggregate where only eletroni
states are taken into aount beause it is assumed that the vibrational relaxation is
muh faster than the ET. This model is referred to as the tight-binding (TB) model or
model without vibrations below. The properties of an isolated aggregate are modeled
in subsetion 4.2.1, as well as the stati inuene of the environment. The dynamial
inuene of bath utuations is disussed and modeled by a heat bath of HOs in subsetion
4.2.2. The RDMEM desribing the exited state dynamis of the porphyrin aggregate is
desribed in subsetion 4.2.3 and ompared with an analogous equation of Haken, Strobl,
and Reineker (HSR) [53,131{133℄ in appendix A. In subsetion 4.2.4 the system parameter
dependene on the solvent dieletri onstant is disussed for dierent models of solute-
solvent interation. In Subsetion 4.3 system parameters are determined. The methods
and results of the numerial and analytial solutions of the RDMEM are presented in
subsetion 4.4.
The dependenies of the transfer rate and nal aeptor population on the system
parameters are given for the numerial and analytial solutions in subsetion 4.5.1. The
analysis of the physial proesses in the system is also performed there. In subsetion 4.5.2
we disuss the dependene of the transfer rate on the solvent dieletri onstant for dif-
ferent models of solute-solvent interation and ompare the alulated transfer rates with
the experimentally measured ones. The advantages and disadvantages of the presented
method in omparison with the method of Davis et al. [10℄ are analysed in subsetion
4.5.3.
The vibroni model is desribed in setion 4.6. In this ase one pays attention to
the fat that experiments in systems similar to the one disussed here show vibrational
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oherene [134,135℄. Therefore a vibrational substruture is introdued for eah eletroni
level within a multi-level Redeld theory [136,137℄. The omparison of this model with the
rst one is done in setion 4.7. At the end of the hapter the ahievements and possible
extensions of this onsideration are disussed. Unless otherwise stated SI units are used.
4.1 Introdution to the eletron transfer problem
Long-range ET is a very atively studied area in hemistry, biology, and physis; both in
biologial and syntheti systems. Of speial interest are systems with a bridging moleule
between donor and aeptor. For example the primary step of harge separation in the
baterial photosynthesis takes plae in suh a system [6℄.
4.1.1 Mehanism of the eletron transfer in bridge systems
It is known that the eletroni struture of the bridge omponent in donor-bridge-aeptor
systems plays a ritial role [138,139℄. Change of a building blok of the omplex [8,140,141℄
or hange of the environment [140,142℄ an modify whih mehanism is mainly at work:
oherent superexhange or inoherent sequential transfer. Here the bridge energy stands
for the energy of the state with eletron loalized on the bridge, not the loally exited
eletroni state of the bridge. When the bridge energy is muh higher than the donor
and aeptor energies, the bridge population is lose to zero for all times and the bridge
site just mediates the oupling between donor and aeptor. This mehanism is alled
superexhange and was originally proposed by Kramers [143℄ to desribe the exhange
interation between two paramagneti atoms spatially separated by a nonmagneti atom.
In the ase when donor and aeptor as well as bridge energies are loser than  k
B
T or
the levels are arranged in the form of a asade, the bridge site is atually populated and
the transfer is alled sequential. The interplay between these two types of transfer has
been investigated theoretially in various publiations [144{146℄. Atually, there is still
a disussion in the literature whether sequential transfer and superexhange are limiting
ases of one proess [144℄ or whether they are two proesses whih an oexist [6℄. To
larify whih mehanism is present in an artiial system one an systematially vary
both energetis of donor and aeptor and eletroni struture of the bridge. In exper-
iments this is done by substituting parts of the omplexes [140,141,147℄ or by hanging
the polarity of the solvent [140℄. Also the geometry and size of the bridging blok an be
varied, and in this way the length of the subsystem through whih the eletron has to be
transfered [147{150℄ an be hanged.
Superexhange ours due to oherent mixing of the three or more states of the sys-
tem [151,152℄. The transfer rate in this hannel depends algebraially on the dier-
enes between the energy levels [8,9℄ and dereases exponentially with inreasing length
of the bridge [150,152℄. When inoherent eets suh as dephasing dominate, the trans-
fer is mainly sequential [11,150℄, i. e., the levels are oupied mainly in sequential order
[5,11,12,140℄. The dependene on the dierenes between the energy levels is exponential
[8,9℄. An inrease of the bridge length indues only a small redution in the transfer
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rate [145,148,150,152℄. This is why sequential transfer is the desired proess in moleular
wires [150,153℄.
4.1.2 Known mathematial theories
In the ase of oherent superexhange the dynamis is mainly Hamiltonian and an be
desribed on the basis of the Shrodinger equation. The physially important results an
be obtained by perturbation theory [13,154℄ and, most suessfully, by the semilassial
Marus theory [155℄. The omplete system dynamis an diretly be extrated by nu-
merial diagonalisation of the Hamiltonian [150,156℄. In ase of sequential transfer the
environmental inuene has to be taken into aount. There are quite a few dierent ways
how to inlude the inuene of an environment modeled by a heat bath. The simplest
phenomenologial desriptions of the environmental inuene are based on the Einstein
oeÆients or on the imaginary terms in the Hamiltonian [157,158℄, as well as on the
Fokker-Plank or Langevin equations [157,158℄. The most aurate but also numerially
most expensive way is the path integral method [157℄. This has been applied to bridge-
mediated ET espeially in the ase of baterial photosynthesis [159℄. Bridge-mediated
ET has also been investigated using Redeld theory [12,145℄, by propagating a DM in
Liouville spae [11℄ and other methods (e. g. [152,156,160℄). In most of these methods
vibrations are taken into aount.
The master equation whih governs the DM evolution as well as the appropriate re-
laxation oeÆients an be derived from suh basi information as system-environment
oupling strength and spetral density of the environment [24,73,130,136,161,162℄. In the
model without vibrations the relaxation is introdued in a way similar to Redeld theory
but in site representation instead of eigenstate representation. A disussion of advantages
and disadvantages of site versus eigenstate representation has been given elsewhere [163℄.
The equations obtained are similar to those of Ref. [10℄ where relaxation is introdued in
a phenomenologial fashion but only a steady-state solution is found in ontrast to the
model used in this hapter. In addition, the present model is applied to a onrete system.
A omparison of the ET time with the bath orrelation time allows us to regard three
time intervals of system dynamis: the interval of memory eets, the dynamial interval,
and the kineti, long-time interval [53℄. In the framework of DM theory one an desribe
the ET dynamis in all three time intervals. However, often it is enough to nd the solu-
tion in the kineti interval for the explanation of experiments within the time resolution
of most experimental setups, as has been done in Ref. [10,164℄. The master equation is
analytially solvable only for simple models, for example [158,165℄. Most investigations
are based on the numerial solution of this equation [11,136,137,145,161,166℄. However,
an estimation an be obtained within the steady-state approximation [10,167℄.
We should underline here that the RDMEM ontains the oherent dynamis term
and, therefore, is able to desribe the SE mehanism. This fat has been reognized and
suessfully used to desribe the reations with dominane of superexhange in a various
publiations [10,12,145℄. Davis et al. [10℄ have expliitly rederived the MConnel analytial
expression for superexhange using the RDMEM tehnique. based on the ability of the
diabati RDMEM to aount for the oherent eets we apply the RDMEM formalism to
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desribe the ET in a real system where superexhange most probably takes plae.
4.1.3 Porphyrin-quinone omplex as model for eletron transfer
The photoindued ET in the supermoleule onsisting of three sequentially onneted
moleular bloks, i. e., donor (D), bridge (B), and aeptor (A), is under onsideration
throughout this hapter. D is not able to transfer its harge diretly to A beause of their
spatial separation. D and A an exhange their harges only through B. In the present
investigation, the supermoleular system onsists of free-base of tetraphenylporphyrin
(H
2
P) as D, zin-tetraphenylporphyrin (ZnP) as B, and p-benzoquinone as A [140℄ as
shown in Fig. 4.1.
O
H2
N
NN
N
N
N N
N
Zn
O
O
Figure 4.1: Chemial struture of H
2
P  ZnP Q.
4.2 Model without vibrations
In eah of those moleular bloks shown in Fig. 4.1 we onsider only two moleular orbitals,
the lowest unoupied moleular orbital (LUMO) and the highest oupied moleular or-
bital (HOMO) [168℄. Eah of the above-mentioned orbitals an be oupied by an eletron
or not, denoted by j1i or j0i, respetively. This model allows to desribe four states of
the moleular blok (e. g. D), the neutral ground state j1i
HOMO
j0i
LUMO
(D), the neutral
exited state j0i
HOMO
j1i
LUMO
(D

),, the positively harged ioni state j0i
HOMO
j0i
LUMO
(D
+
),, and the negatively harged ioni state j1i
HOMO
j1i
LUMO
(D
 
),. Below a small ro-
man index denotes the moleular orbital (m = 0 - HOMO, m = 1 - LUMO), while a
apital index denotes the moleular blok (M = 1 - D, M = 2 - B, M = 3 - A). A state
of the supermoleule an be desribed as the diret produt of the moleular blok states.

+
Mm
= j1i
Mm
h0j
Mm
, 
Mm
= j0i
Mm
h1j
Mm
, and n^
Mm
= 
+
Mm

Mm
desribe the reation,
annihilation, and number of eletrons in orbital Mm, respetively, while n^
M
=
P
m
n^
Mm
gives the number of eletrons in a moleular blok. The number of partiles in the whole
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supermoleule is onserved
P
M
n^
M
= onst. Some of the eletroni states of the moleular
aggregate are shown in Fig. 4.2.
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Figure 4.2: Shemati presentation of the energy levels in the H
2
P   ZnP   Q omplex. The
three states in the boxes play the main role in ET whih an happen either sequentially or by
a superexhange mehanism. Dashed lines refer to a sequential transfer, urved solid line to
superexhange, dot-dashed to an energy transfer followed by harge transfer, dotted line optial
exitation, and straight solid lines either uoresene or non-radiative reombinations.
Eah of the eletroni states has its own vibrational substruture. As a rule for the
porphyrin ontaining systems the time of vibrational relaxation is found to be two orders
of magnitude faster than the harateristi time of the ET [169℄. Beause of this we
assume that only the vibrational ground states play a role in ET, and we do not inlude
the vibrational struture. A omparison of the models with and without vibrational
substruture will be given in setion 4.6.
4.2.1 System part of the Hamiltonian
For the desription the harge transfer and other dynamial proesses in the system
plaed in a dissipative environment we use the ommon form of the Hamiltonian (2.1)
where
^
H
S
is the Hamiltonian of the supermoleule,
^
H
E
the Hamiltonian of the dissipative
bath, and
^
H
SE
desribes their interation. As mentioned in the introdution we are
mainly interested in the kineti limit of the exited state dynamis here. For this limit
we assume that the relaxation of the solvent takes only a very short time ompared
to the timesale of interest for the system. Here the eet of the solvent is onsidered
to be twofold. On the one hand the system states are shifted in energy. This stati
eet is state-spei and disussed below. On the other hand the system dynamis is
perturbed by the solvent state utuations, whih are independent of the system states.
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The interation Hamiltonian shall only reet the dynamial inuene of the utuations
leading to dissipative proesses as disussed in the next subsetion.
The stati inuene of the solvent is determined by the relaxed value of the solvent
polarization and in general also inludes the non-eletrostati ontributions suh as van-
der-Waals attration and short-range repulsion [170,171℄. It is inluded into the system
state energies and modeled as a funtion of the dieletri onstant of the solvent. The
stati inuene indues a hange in the energy levels [172℄,
^
H
S
=
^
H
0
+
^
H
es
+
^
V ; (4.1)
where the energy of free and noninterating bloks
^
H
0
orresponds to the energy of inde-
pendent eletrons in the eld of the ioni nulei. The term
^
H
es
denotes the state-seletive
eletrostati interation within a moleular aggregate depending on the stati dieletri
onstant 
s
of the solvent and
^
V the inter-blok hopping. It is assumed that the hopping
^
V within the supermoleule is aeted by the surroundings as disussed in subsetion
4.2.4.
The energies of the independent eletrons an be alulated by
^
H
0
=
P
Mm
E
Mm
n^
Mm
,
where E
Mm
denotes the energy of orbitalMm in the independent partile approximation
[4,173℄. We introdue suh a simplied model to be able to alulate the energies of ioni
moleular bloks e. g. D
 
. For eah moleular blok a tting parameter A
M
is introdued
whih is used to reprodue the ground state-exited state transition e. g. D! D

. Beause
these transitions hange only a little for dierent solvents [140℄, the parameters A
M
are
assumed to be solvent-independent. This is why we do not sale
^
H
0
. In order to determine
E
Mm
one starts from fully ionized double bonds in eah moleular blok [173℄, alulates
the one-partile states in the eld of the ions in site representation and lls eah of these
orbitals with two eletrons starting from the lowest orbital;
E
Mm
=
 
N
M
2
+int

d
M
2

X
s= 
N
M
2
 d
M
+int

d
M
2


~
E
M
  2A
M
os
2s
N
M

(4.2)
+ m
 
~
E
M
  2A
M
os
(
2
N
M
"
 
N
M
2
+ int
 
d
M
2
!
+ 1
#)!
:
Here N
M
and d
M
are the total number of bonds and number of double bonds, respetively,
in the porphyrin rings (M = 1, 2. For M = 3, i. e., the quinone (Q), see Set. 4.3.). The
energy shift
~
E
M
is hosen suh that the neutral omplex has zero energy. A
M
denotes
the energy of hopping between two neighboring sites of the Mth moleular blok. The
funtion int() in Eq. (4.2) denotes the integer part of a real number. In a similar way,
by exiting, removing, or adding the last eletron to the model system, one obtains the
energy of the exited, oxidized, or redued moleular blok in the independent partile
approximation.
Below we apply Eqs. (2.28)-(2.29) to the problem of evolution of a single harge-
transfer exiton states in the system. In this ase the number of states oinides with the
number of sites in system:
fMmg ! : (4.3)
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The next ontribution to the system Hamiltonian is the inter-blok hopping term
^
V =
X
MN
v

(
^
V
+

+
^
V

)
h
(n^
M
  1)
2
+ (n^
N
  1)
2
i
:
It inludes the hopping operator between two LUMO states
^
V

= 
+
M1

N1
; (4.4)
as well as the orresponding intensities v

, i.e., the oherent oupling between dierent
states of the system. We assume v
13
= 0 beause there is no diret onnetion between
donor and aeptor. The saling of v

for dierent solvents is disussed in subsetion
4.2.4.
AD B
Figure 4.3: Shemati view of the multiple avities model
The eletrostati interation
^
H
es
sales like energies of a system of harges in a single
or in multiple avities surrounded by a medium with dieletri onstant 
s
aording to
the lassial reation eld theory [174℄. Here we onsider two models of saling. In the
rst model eah moleular blok of the aggregate is in the individual avity as shown in
Fig. 4.3. For this ase the eletrostati energy reads
^
H
es
= S
H
(
s
)

^
H
el
+
^
H
ion

: (4.5)
Here the funtion S
H
(
s
) desribes the saling of the eletrostati energy with the stati
dieletri onstant 
s
of the solvent. The term
^
H
el
=
X

(n^

  1)
e
2
4
0
1
r

(4.6)
takes the eletron interation into aount while bringing an additional harge onto the
blok  and thus desribes the energy to reate an isolated ion. This term depends on
the harateristi radius r

of the moleular blok. The interation between the ions
^
H
ion
=
X

X

(n^

  1)(n^

  1)
e
2
4
0
1
r

(4.7)
depends on the distane between the moleular bloks r

. Both distanes r

and r

are also used in the Marus theory [155℄. The term H
el
+H
ion
reets the interation of
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harges inside the aggregate whih are ompensated by the reation eld aording to the
Born formula [175℄
S
H
= 1 +
1  
s
2
s
=
1
2
s
+
1
2
: (4.8)
In the seond model skethed in Fig. 4.4, onsidering the aggregate as an single objet
plaed in a avity of onstant radius one has to use the Onsager term [175℄. This term
is state seletive, i.e., it gives a ontribution only for the states with nonzero dipole
moment, i.e., harge separation. Dening the stati dipole moment operator as
^
~p =
P

(n^

  1)(n^

  1)~r

e we obtain the Onsager term:
^
H
es
= S
H
^
H
dip
, where
^
H
dip
=
^
~p
2
r
13
,
S
H
=
1  
s
2
s
+ 1
: (4.9)
BD A
Figure 4.4: Shemati view of the single avity model
So, the physial meaning of both salings is briey summarized as follows: Born-
Marus saling orresponds to three avities in the dieletri, eah ontaining one mole-
ular blok of the aggregate. The energy sales with the Born formula (4.8). Onsager
saling Eq. (4.9) reets the naive idea that the whole supermoleule is plaed in a single
avity.
4.2.2 Mirosopi motivation of the system-bath interation and
the thermal bath
One an express the dynami part of the system-bath interation as
^
H
SE
=  
Z
d
3
~r
X

^
~
D

(~r) 
^
~
P (~r): (4.10)
Here
^
~
D

(~r) denotes the eld of the eletrostati displaement at point ~r indued by the
system transition dipole moment
^
~p

= ~p

(
^
V
+

+
^
V

) [158℄
^
~
D

(~r) =
1
4
0
2
4
3(
^
~p

 ~r)~r
r
5
 
^
~p

r
3
3
5
: (4.11)
The eld of the environmental polarization s denoted as
^
~
P (~r) =
P
n
Æ(~r ~r
n
)
^
~
d
n
, where
^
~
d
n
is
the nth dipole of the environment and ~r
n
its position. Only utuations of the environment
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polarization 
^
~
P (~r) inuene the system dynamis. Averaged over the angular dependene
the interation reads [172℄
^
H
SE
=  
X
n
1
4
0

2
3

1
2
j
^
~p

jj
^
~
d
n
j
j~r
n
j
3
: (4.12)
The dynamial inuene of the solvent is desribed with the thermal bath model.
The deviation 




^
~
d
n




of d
n
from its mean value is determined by temperature indued
utuations. One ould ouple
^
V

to
^
~
d
n
or 




^
~
d
n




. But, solvent dipoles interat with eah
other even in the absene of a supermoleular aggregate. For unpolar solvents desribed
by a set of HOs the diagonalisation of their interation yields the bath of HOs with
dierent frequenies !

and eetive masses m

.
In the ase of a polar solvent the dipoles are interating rotators as, e. g. used to
desribe magneti phenomena [176,177℄. The elementary exitation of eah frequeny
an again be haraterised by an appropriate HO. So, we use generalized oordinates of
solvent osillators modes
^
Q

=
s
h
2m

!

(
^
b

+
^
b
+

) (4.13)
for polar as well as unpolar solvents. The oupation of the ith state of the th osillator
is dened by the equilibrium DM 
;ij
= exp

 
h!

i
k
B
T

Æ
ij
.
All mutual orientations and distanes of solvent moleules have equal probability. An
average over all spatial ongurations is performed. The interation Hamiltonian (4.12)
is written in a form whih is bilinear in system and bath operators:
^
H
SE
=
"
X

p

(
^
V

+
^
V
+

)
# "
X

K

(
^
b
+

+
^
b

)
#
(4.14)
The oeÆients
K

=
1
4
0

2
3

1
2
Z
d
3
~r
j~rj
3
e
s
h
2m

!

S
SE
(
s
) (4.15)
depend on properties of the solvent, in partiular, the frequenies !

. The preise de-
termination of these oeÆients needs speial onsideration. Expression (4.12) inludes
the dipole moment values orresponding to environmental modes and system transitions.
The eletri eld of a dipole in medium is equivalent to the eld of an imaginary dipole
with a moment depending on the properties of the medium [174℄. This inuene of the
medium is reeted here by the saling funtion S
SE
. Expliit expressions for the solvent
inuene are still under disussion in the literature [170,171℄.
4.2.3 Redued density matrix approah
As usual the bath is given by HOs whih desribe the irradiative relaxation properties of
the system. For the full desription of the system one also should inlude photon modes
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to desribe for example the uoresene from the LUMO to the HOMO in eah moleular
blok transferring an exitation to the eletro-magneti eld with rate G

[158℄. The rate
of the radiative proesses is small in omparison to other proesses in system. That is why
only the irradiative ontribution is treated below. The treatment is similar to Redeld
theory [24℄. For sake of notation and ompleteness we repeat the most important steps
here for our model Hamiltonian.
The irradiative ontribution of the system-bath interation orresponds to energy
transfer to the solvent and spreading of energy over vibrational modes of the super-
moleule. Applying the RWA to Eq. (4.14) one gets
^
H
SE
=
X

X

K

p

^
b
+

^
V

+ h::; (4.16)
where K

p

denotes the interation intensity between the bath mode b

of frequeny !

and the quantum transition  between the LUMOs of moleules  and  of frequeny
!

=
1
h
(E

  E

).
The dynamis of the system plus bath annot be alulated due to the huge number
of degrees of freedom. Therefore one uses the RDMEM tehnique. Below we assume that
the oherent and dissipative dynamis an be represented by the independent terms of
the RDMEM. This assumption is appliable if v

 !

.
Here we use the RDMEM (2.29) derived in setion 2.5. Here we treat the system
p

and bath K

ontributions to the system-bath oupling separately. That is why we
dene the spetral density of bath modes as J(!) = 
P

K
2

Æ(! !

) and the relaxation
onstant for Eq. (2.29)
 

= h
 2
J(!
11
)p
2

(4.17)
depends on the oupling of the transition ji ! ji to the bath mode of the same
frequeny. Formally, the damping onstant depends on the density of bath modes J at
the transition frequeny !

and on the transition dipole moments between the system
states p

.
For the sake of onrete alulations we write the RDMEM in matrix form. Substi-
tuting the expressions for the exiton density ^ =
P



ji hj, and operators Eq. (4.4)
into the relaxation term Eq. (2.29) yields:
(L
RWA
)

= 2Æ

X

f 

[n(!

) + 1℄ +  

n(!

)g 

 
X

f 

[n(!

) + 1℄ +  

n(!

)
+  

[n(!

) + 1℄ +  

n(!

)g

: (4.18)
A RDMEM of similar struture was used for the desription of exiton transfer by Haken,
Strobl, and Reineker in [53,131{133,178℄. We present the omparison of these RDMEMs
with Eq. (4.18) in appendix A.
For the desription of a onrete system the introdued RDMEM (2.28)-(2.29) is used
in the matrix form Eq. (4.18) with the use of an index simpliation Eq. (4.3). For the sake
of onveniene of analytial and numerial alulations we replae the relaxation onstant
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 

and the population of the orresponding bath mode n(!

) with the intensity of
dissipative transitions d

=  

jn(!

)j between two states, as well as the orresponding
dephasings intensity


=
X

(d

+ d

) : (4.19)
With this one an express the RDMEM (4.18) in the form
_

=  i=h
X

(v



  

v

) + (L)

(4.20)
_

= ( i!

  

)

  i=hv

(

  

); (4.21)
where
(L)

=  
X

d



+
X

d



: (4.22)
From the manifold of system states we hoose the ones whih play the essential role in the
eletron transfer from the donor to aeptor Fig. 4.2. They an be desribed in terms of
single harge transfer exiton and orrespond to the index simpliation Eq. (4.3). The
parameters ontrolling the transitions between the seleted states are disussed in the
next setion 4.3 and shown expliitly in Fig. 4.5.
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Figure 4.5: Shemati presentation of the model without vibrational substruture.
4.2.4 Saling of the relaxation oeÆients
The relaxation oeÆients  

inlude the seond power of the saling funtion  

() =
 
0

S
SE
2
() beause one onstruts the relaxation term Eq. (2.25) with the seond power
of the interation Hamiltonian. The physial meaning of H
SE
is similar to the interation
of the system dipole with a surrounding media. That is why it is reasonable to use the
relevant expressions from the relaxation theory of Onsager and Kirkwood [174℄ S
SB
=
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1 
s
2
s
+1
. In the work of Mataga, Kaifu, and Koizumi [179℄ the interation energy between
the system dipole and the media sales in leading order as
S
SE
=  
"
2(
s
  1)
2
s
+ 1
 
2(
1
  1)
2
1
+ 1
#
; (4.23)
where 
1
denotes the optial dieletri onstant. In a reent paper of Georgievskii, Hsu,
and Marus [170℄ a onnetion J(!) =  =(!) between J(!) and the generalized susep-
tibility (!) is introdued and the expliit dependene (!) on the dieletri parameters
of the solvent is given. In appliation to the present work this means that the relaxation
oeÆient sales like  

= S
SE
2
h
 2
J(!

)p
2

. For example the approximation of spher-
ial moleules gives (!) 
1

s
 
1

!
. We approximate 
!
= 
1
here, so   
1

s
 
1

1
. In
terms of saling funtion it an be expressed as
S
SE
=

1

s
 
1

1

1
2
: (4.24)
As an alternative possibility one an test the ase of solvent-independent relaxation oef-
ient  

= onst, S
SE
= 1.
The oherent oupling v

between two eletroni states sales with 
s
and 
1
too,
beause a oherent transition in the system is aompanied by a transition of the envi-
ronment state whih is larger for the solvents with larger polarity. Here we involve the
onept of reorganization energy from the model with vibrational substruture to aount
for this eet. For the reorganization energy we take the stati part of the system-bath
interation alulated in frames of either individual or multiple avity model. Here we
take the stati part H
SE
s
= S
SE

^
H
el
+
^
H
ion

, note that the eletroni part of H
SE
s
does
not sale for the single avity model. H
SE
s
is assoiated with the so-alled reorganization
energy. The oherent ouplings derease with inrease of H
SE
s
. For the bath of relatively
high frequeny HOs (like the C  C strething vibrations) this saling an be taken [180℄
as
v

= v
0

exp
h
 



D
jH
SE
s
j
E
(2h!
vib
)
 1



i
; (4.25)
where v
0

is the oupling of eletroni states of the isolated moleule, !
vib
the leading
(mean) environment osillator frequeny. Unless otherwise stated !
vib
= 1500 m
 1
is
used.
4.3 Model parameters
The dynamis of the system is ontrolled by the following parameters: energies of system
levels E

, oherent ouplings v

, and dissipation intensities  

. The simpliation is that
we do not alulate these parameters, exept B state energy, rather take the orresponding
experimental values.
The absorption spetra of porphyrins [140℄ onsist of a high frequeny Soret band and
a low frequeny Q band. In the ase of ZnP the Q band has two subbands, orresponding
to pure eletroni Q(0; 0) and vibroni Q(1; 0) transitions. In the free-base porphyrin
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H
2
P the redution of symmetry D
4h
! D
2h
due to the substitution of the entral Zn ion
by two inner hydrogens indues a splitting of eah subband into two, namely Q
x
(0; 0),
Q
y
(1; 0) and Q
x
(0; 0), Q
y
(1; 0). So the absorption spetra of ZnP and H
2
P onsist of two
and four bands respetively. In the emission spetra one sees only two bands for eah
moleule beause of asade intramoleular relaxations: pure eletroni and vibroni one.
Table 4.1: Low-energy bands of the porphyrin spetra in CH
2
Cl
2
, from [181℄
Absorption Emission
Frequeny, eV Width, eV Frequeny, eV Width, eV
H
2
P 
x
00
= 1:91 
x
00
= 0:06 
x
01
= 1:73 
x
01
= 0:05
ZnP 
00
= 2:13 
00
= 0:07 
01
= 1:92 
01
= 0:05
Eah of the above-mentioned spetra an be represented as a sum of Lorentzians with
a good auray. The absorption spetrum of the omplex H
2
P  ZnP Q onsists of the
spetra of the individual H
2
P, ZnP, and Q ompounds without essential hanges. It means
that intermoleular interations in this ase do not hange the struture of eletroni states
of the subunits [181℄. We onsider only the states orresponding to the lowest band of
eah spetrum to nd the parameters of ET. The respetive frequenies  and widths  are
shown in Table 4.1 for CH
2
Cl
2
as solvent. The width of eah band is formed by transitions
to dierent sublevels of the eletroni exited states of the aggregate and by the lifetime
of these sublevels. In the present model onsideration we do not have an exited level
substruture, so that we annot determine the linewidths orretly. Nevertheless we an
onsider the widths from Table 4.1 as upper limits for the relaxation onstants.
On the basis of the given spetral data and taking as referene energy E
DBA
= 0 we
determine E
D

BA
= 1=2(
x
00
+ 
x
01
) = 1:82 eV and E
DB

A
= 2:03 eV (in CH
2
Cl
2
) whih
allows us to extrat the hopping energies A
D
= 3:11 eV, A
B
= 3:45 eV introdued in
Eq. (4.2). The exitation spetrum of the quinone lies far from the visible range, in the
ultraviolet range. We do not have a preise spetral information about Q and, therefore,
we do not alulate A
A
. We simply take the energy of the state with harge transfer to
Q from referene [140℄: E
D
+
BA
 
= 1:42 eV. [182℄. Further Rempel and oauthors [140℄
estimate the eletron oupling of the initially exited and the harged bridge states as
hD

BAjHjD
+
B
 
Ai = v
0
12
= 65 meV = 9:810
13
s
 1
and they give the matrix element of
two states with harge separation hD
+
B
 
AjHjD
+
BA
 
i = v
0
23
= 2:2 meV = 3:310
12
s
 1
.
These values of the ouplings are essentially lower than the energy dierenes between
these orresponding system states
h!
ij
 v
0
ij
: (4.26)
This is the reason why it is useful to remain in site representation instead of eigenstate
representation [153℄.
The relaxation onstants are found with the help of the derived analytial formula to
be  
21
=  
23
= 2:25 10
12
s
 1
. We disuss it in a more detailed form at the end of the
next setion. The typial radius of the porphyrin ring is about r
1
= r
2
= 5:5

A, r
3
= 3:2

A
[141℄, while the distane r

between the bloks of the aggregate H
2
P  ZnP Q reahes
r
12
= 12:5 1

A [140,141℄, r
23
= 7 1

A, r
13
= 14:4 1

A [183,140℄.
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Table 4.2: Energy of the harged B state in dierent solvents and orresponding ET rates
(for these alulations Born saling (4.8) is used for the energies and Marus saling (4.24)
for the relaxation onstants). MTHF denotes 2-methyltetrahydrofuran, and CYCLO denotes
ylohexane.
Solution CH
2
Cl
2
MTHF CYCLO

s
, [181℄ 9:08 6:24 2:02
E
D
+
B
 
A
, eV 3:12 3:18 3:59
k
ET
; 10
7
s
 1
, num. 33 36 0:46
k
ET
; 10
7
s
 1
, an. 33 36 0:46
k
ET
; 10
7
s
 1
, exp. [140℄ 23 5 36 5 0 + 3
The main parameter whih ontrols ET in the triad is the energy of the state E
D
+
B
 
A
.
This state has a big dipole moment beause of its harge separation and is therefore
strongly inuened by the solvent. Beause of the speial importane of this value we
alulate it for the dierent solvents as a matrix element of the unperturbed system
Hamiltonian
^
H
0
+
^
H
es
in Eq. (4.1). The alulated values of the bridge state D
+
B
 
A for
some solutions are shown in Table 4.2.
4.4 Results
The time evolution of the ET in the supermoleule is desribed by Eqs. (4.20)-(4.21)
with the initial ondition whih orresponds to the exitation of the donor with a -pulse
of appropriate frequeny, i.e., the population of the donor is set to one. The system of
equations was solved numerially and analytially.
For the numerial simulation we express the system of Eqs. (4.20)-(4.21) in the form
_
 =

L, where  is a vetor of dimension 3
2
for the model with 3 system states and
the super-operator

L is a matrix of dimension 3
2
 3
2
. The time evolution of an element
of the DM an be determined by 

(t) = 

(0)
P

W

exp (

t), where 

and
W

are the eigenvalues and eigenvetors of the super-operator

L, respetively. These
are obtained numerially. When uoresene does not have to be taken into aount,
i.e., in the time interval t  G

 1
(p. subset. 4.2.3) all states exept jD

BAi ( = 1),
jD
+
B
 
Ai ( = 2), and jD
+
BA
 
i ( = 3) remain essentially unoupied, while those three
take part in the intermoleular transport proess. At later times t  G

 1
exitations
deay into the ground state. So the physis of the ET proesses in the moleular omplex
an be understood with the dynamis of the three above-mentioned states. The numerial
simulation of the system dynamis with the parameters given in the previous setion shows
an exponential growth of the aeptor population. Suh a behavior an be niely tted
to a single exponential
P
3
(t) = P
3
(1) [1  exp ( k
ET
t)℄ ; (4.27)
where for the solvent MTHF k
ET
' 3:5910
8
s
 1
and P
3
(1) ' 0:9994. The population of
the intermediate state  = 2 whih orresponds to harge loalization on the bridge does
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not reah a value of more than 0:005. This that means in this ase the superexhange
mehanism dominates over the sequential transfer mehanism. Besides it ensures the
validity of haraterizing the system dynamis with P
3
(1) and
k
ET
= P
3
(1)

Z
1
0
[1  P
3
(t)℄ dt

 1
: (4.28)
The alternative analytial approah is performed in the kineti limit
t 1=min(

): (4.29)
In Laplae spae the inequality (4.29) reads s  min(

), where s denotes the Laplae
variable. It is equivalent to replaing the fator 1=(i!

+

+s) in the Laplae transform
of Eqs. (4.20)-(4.21) with 1=(i!

+ 

). This trik allows to substitute the expressions
for non-diagonal elements of the DM Eqs. (4.21) into Eqs. (4.20), so we do not use them
expliitly anymore. After this elimination we desribe the oherent transitions whih
our with the partiipane of the non-diagonal elements by the following redenition of
the RDMEM (4.20)-(4.22):
_

=  
X

g



+
X

g



: (4.30)
In the given expression the transition oeÆients g

ontain both, dissipative and oher-
ent ontributions
g

= d

+ v

v



h
h
2

!
2

+ 
2

i
 1
: (4.31)
Now it is assumed that the bridge state is not oupied. This allows us to nd the
dynamis of the aeptor state in the form of Eq. (4.27), where
k
ET
= g
23
+
g
23
(g
12
  g
32
)
g
21
+ g
23
; (4.32)
P
3
(1) =
g
12
g
23
g
21
+ g
23
(k
ET
)
 1
: (4.33)
The value of the dissipative oupling  

= h
 2
J(!

)p
2

an be found by omparison
of the experimentally determined ET rate and the derived analytial formula Eq. (4.32).
To alulate J(!

) would require a mirosopi model. We want to avoid a mirosopi
onsideration and this is why we simply take the same  

for all transitions between
exited states. The value of ET for H
2
P  ZnP  Q in MTHF is found by Rempel et al.
[140℄ to be k
ET
= 3:6  :5  10
8
s
 1
. If the bridging state has a rather high energy one
an neglet thermally ativated proesses. v
12
is negligible small with respet to v
23
. In
this ase our result Eq. (4.32) reads
k
ET
=
v
2
12
 
21
h
2
!
2
21
+  
2
21
 
23
 
21
+  
23
: (4.34)
Taking this formula, the relation between the dissipation intensities  
21
=  
23
, and the
experimental value for the transfer rate one obtains  
21
=  
23
' 2:25 10
12
s
 1
. The t
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of the numerial solution of the system of Eqs. (4.20)-(4.21) to the experimental value of
the transfer rate in MTHF gives the same value. So the dissipative oupling onstants
are xed for a spei solvent and for other solvents they are alulated with the saling
funtions. With the method presented the ET in the supermoleule was found to our
with dominane of the superexhange mehanism with rates 4:610
6
s
 1
and 3:310
8
s
 1
for CYCLO and CH
2
Cl
2
, respetively.
4.5 Disussion
4.5.1 Sequential versus superexhange
Here we disuss how the transfer mehanism depends on the hange of parameters.
Namely whih parameter have to be hanged in order to alter not only the transfer rate
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Figure 4.6: Dependene of the transfer rate (a) and the nal population of aeptor state
(b) on the oherent ouplings v
12
(triangles and dashed line, v
23
= v
0
23
= 2:2 meV), v
23
(dots
and solid line v
12
= v
0
12
= 65 meV). Symbols orrespond to numerial solution of system of
Eqs. (4.20)-(4.21). Lines orrespond to the analytial result Eqs. (4.32)-(4.33).
quantitatively, but the dominant mehanism of transfer and the qualitative behavior of
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the system. In order to answer this question we alulate the system dynami by varying
one parameter at a time, while all other parameters are kept unhanged. The dependen-
ies of transfer rate k
ET
and nal population P
3
on suh parameters as oherent ouplings
v
12
, v
23
and dissipation intensities  
21
,  
23
are shown in the Figs. 4.6-4.7. The hange of
eah parameter inuenes the transfer in a dierent way.
In partiular, k
ET
depends quadratially on the oherent oupling v
12
from 10
15
s
 1
to 10
12
s
 1
in Fig. 4.6. Below it saturates at the lower bound k
ET
/ 3  10
5
s
 1
. This
orresponds to a rossover of the transfer mehanism from superexhange to sequential
transfer. But, due to the big energy dierene between donor and bridging state the
eÆieny of this sequential transfer is extremely low. This is displayed by P
3
(1) ' 0.
In the region v
12
 v
23
both mehanisms ontribute to the transfer rate. The transfer
rate depends on v
23
in a similar way. The derease of nal population in this region
orresponds to oherent bak transfer. At rather high values of v
12
, v
23
' 10
15
s
 1
the
relation (4.26) is no more valid. For this regime one has to use eigenstate instead of site
representation beause the wavefuntions are no more loalized [153℄. This variation of
the oherent oupling an be performed experimentally by exhanging building bloks of
the supermoleule.
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Figure 4.7: Dependene of the transfer rate on the relaxation intensities  
21
(triangles and
dashed line),  
23
(dots and solid line). The rest of the system parameters orresponds
to H
2
P  ZnP Q in MTHF. Symbols orrespond to numerial solution of the system of
Eqs. (4.20)-(4.21), and lines to the orresponding analytial result Eqs. (4.32)-(4.33).
The variation of the dissipation intensities  
21
,  
23
in the region near the experimental
values shows similar behavior of k
ET
( 
21
) and k
ET
( 
23
) (see Fig. 4.7). Here we assume an
independent variation of  
21
and  
23
. Both, k
ET
( 
21
) and k
ET
( 
23
) inrease linear until
the saturation value 710
8
s
 1
at   > 10
12
s
 1
is reahed. There is qualitative agreement
between the numerial and analytial values. In both dependenies one observes satura-
tion at 10
12
s
 1
<   < 10
13
s
 1
. In Eq. (4.28) innite time is approximated by 10
 5
s.
It is found that approximating this time with larger values we do not obtain essential
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hanges in the results. But from the formal point of view we note that one annot obtain
transfer rates lower than 10
5
s
 1
. Here we note that taking larger values for the innite
time does not hange the transfer rates with the good preision.
The physial meaning of the transfer rate dependene on the dissipation intensities
seems to be transparent. At small values of   a part of the population oherently osillates
bak and forth between the states. The inrease of the dephasing Eq. (4.19) quenhes
the oherene and makes the transfer irreversible. So transfer beomes faster up to a
maximal value. For the whole range of  , depopulations d
21
, d
23
and thermally ativated
transitions d
12
, d
32
always remain smaller than the oherent ouplings, therefore they do
not play an essential role.
Next, the similarity of the dependenies on  
21
and  
23
will be disussed on the basis
of Eq. (4.32). Firstly, in the limit k
B
T=h!

! 0 the terms orresponding to thermally
ativated proesses !

< 0 vanish and so jn(!

)j = 0, while depopulations !

> 0
remain onstant jn(!

)j = 1. Seondly the ondition !

 

allows to neglet 
2

in
omparison with !
2

. With the above-mentioned simpliations the analytial expression
for the transfer rate Eq. (4.32) beomes
k
ET
'  
21
 
23
( 
21
+  
23
)
 1

v
2
12
=!
2
21
+ v
2
23
=!
2
23

: (4.35)
This equation is symmetri with respet to the relaxation intensities  
21
and  
23
. This is
why the transfer rate depends on eah of them in the same way.
The most ruial hange of the transfer dynamis an be indued by hanging the
energies of the system levels. As was mentioned in setion 4.3 these are the only pa-
rameters whih an be varied ontinuously by use of omposed solvents. To the largest
extent the mehanism of transfer depends on the energy of the bridging state jD
+
B
 
Ai.
The results of the orresponding alulations are presented in Fig. 4.8. In dierent re-
gions one observes dierent types of dynamis. For large energy of the bridging state
E
D
+
B
 
A
 E
D

BA
and, respetively, E
21
= E
D
+
B
 
A
 E
D

BA
 0 the numerial and ana-
lytial results do not dier from eah other. The transfer ours with the superexhange
mehanism. The transfer rate reahes a maximal value of 10
11
s
 1
for low energies of the
bridge.
While the bridge energy approahes the energy of the donor state loser than ther-
mal energy and goes even lower than this, the sequential mehanism of transfer starts
to ontribute to the reation proess. The traditional sheme of sequential transfer is
obtained when donor, bridge, and aeptor levels are arranged in the form of a asade.
In this region the analytial solution need not oinide with the numerial result beause
the used approximations are no more valid. For equal energies of bridging and aeptor
states k
ET
displays a small resonane peak at E
21
=  :4 as it is seen in Fig. 4.8(a). In
the extremal ase when the energy of the bridging state is even lower than the energy
of the aeptor state a transfer does not take plae anymore beause the population gets
trapped at the bridge state. The nite transfer rate for
E
21
< E
31
(4.36)
does not mean the atual ET beause P
3
(1) ! 0. For the dynami time interval
t < 
 1

a part of the population tunnels fore and bak to the aeptor state with
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the rate k
ET
. The analytial expression Eq. (4.32) gives onstant rate for the regime
(4.36), while the numerial solution of Eqs. (4.20)-(4.21) displays instability, beause suh
oherent osillations of population annot be desribed by Eq. (4.27) and k
ET
annot be
tted with Eq. (4.28). In Fig. 4.8 the regime Eq. (4.36) is displayed two times: for small
E
21
while E
31
is kept onstant and for large E
31
while E
21
remains onstant.
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Figure 4.8: Dependene of the transfer rate (a) and the nal aeptor oupany (b) on the
energy of the bridging state E
21
= E
D
+
B
 
A
 E
D

BA
(triangles and dashed line, E
31
=  0:4 eV)
and the aeptor state E
31
= E
D
+
BA
 
  E
D

BA
(dots and solid line, E
21
= 1:36 eV). Symbols
and lines orrespond to numerial and analytial solutions, respetively. v
12
= 65 meV, v
23
=
2:2 meV,  
21
=  
23
= 2:25  10
12
s
 1
.
The energy dependene of the nal population has a transparent physial meaning for
the whole range of energy. A large value of the bridging level ensures the transition of
the whole population to the aeptor state with harge separation jD
+
BA
 
i whih has
the lowest energy of the exited states. In the intermediate ase, when the bridging state
has the same energy as the aeptor state, nal population spreads itself over these two
states P
3
(1) = :5.
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4.5.2 Dierent solvents
Lowering the bridging state even more one arrives at the situation, where the whole
population remains on the bridge as the lowest state of the system (taken into aount
here) and does not move to the aeptor. The dependene of the transfer rate on the
relative energy of the aeptor E
31
= E
D
+
BA
 
  E
D

BA
in Fig. 4.8 remains onstant
while the aeptor state energy lies below the bridge state energy. Inrease of E
31
up to
E
21
= 1:36 eV gives the maximal value of rate k
ET
/  
21
. While the value of E
31
inreases
further the aeptor level beomes the highest in the system and therefore the population
annot remain on it.
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Figure 4.9: The transfer rate k
ET
versus stati dieletri onstant. The energy of bridging
and aeptor states sales in aordane with Born expression (4.8) (triangles and solid line),
Onsager expression (4.9) (diamonds and dashed line). Coherent ouplings and dissipation sales
in aordane with Mataga's expression (4.23) (diamonds and dashed line), Georgievskii-Marus
expression (4.24) (triangles and solid line). Symbols represent numerial solution of system of
Eqs. (4.20)-(4.21). Lines represents analytial result Eq. (4.32). Solid rosses with error bars
orrespond to experimental values [140℄.
For the appliation of the results to various solvents and omparison with experiment
one should use the saling for energy, oherent oupling, and dissipation as disussed
above. The ombinations of the energy saling mentioned in subsetion 4.2.1 and relax-
ation intensities salings mentioned in subsetion 4.2.4 are represented in Fig. 4.9. An
inrease in the stati dieletri onstant 
s
from 2 to 4 leads to an inrease of the trans-
fer rate, no matter whih saling is used. Further inrease of 
s
indues saturation for
the Onsager-Mataga saling and even a small derease of the transfer rate for the Born-
Marus saling. In all those ases the solvent is approximated as the ontinuous medium.
Thus, the transfer rate depends on the interplay of the two mehanisms. Within the used
approximations an inrease in the solvent polarizability and, hene, of its dieletri on-
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stant lowers the energy of the bridging and aeptor states and inreases the system-bath
interation and, hene, the relaxation oeÆients. It indues a smooth rise of the transfer
rate in the whole interval of 
s
for the Onsager-Mataga saling. On the other hand the
large values of dieletri onstant lead to essentially dierent polarisational states of the
environment for the aggregate states with dierent dipole moment. The dierene of the
environmental polarizations redues the values of the oherent ouplings, see Eq. (4.25).
This eet is reeted for the Born-Marus saling in the small derease of k
ET
for large
values of 
s
. The values for the transfer rate, obtained with this saling ome loser to the
experimental value k
ET
(
CH
2
Cl
2
s
). This gives a hint that the model of individual avities
for eah moleular blok is loser to the reality than the model with a single avity for
the whole supermoleule.
Below we onsider Born saling Eq. (4.8) for the system energies and Marus saling
Eq. (4.24) for the dissipation parameter to ompare the alulated transfer rates with the
measured ones. For the solvents CYCLO, MTHF, and CH
2
Cl
2
one obtains the following
relative energies of the bridging level E
21
= 1:77 eV, 1:36 eV, and 1:30 eV, respetively,
i.e., a derease in the energy of the bridging state.
The alulated transfer rate oinides with the experimental value [140℄ for H
2
P 
ZnP  Q in CYCLO, see table 4.2. For CH
2
Cl
2
the numerial transfer rate diverges
from the experimentally determined one. The alulated numerial value is found to be
approximately thirty perent faster. The following reasons ould be responsible for this
dierene: (i) absene of vibrioni substruture of the eletroni states in the present
model; (ii) inorret dependene of system state energies on the solvent properties; (iii)
appearing of additional transfer hannels not mentioned in the sheme shown in Fig. 4.2.
Eah of these possibilities requires some omments.
ad (i): The inorporation of the vibrational substruture will result in a ompliation
of the model with parameters suh as the mass of eah vibrational mode [12,180℄. It will
also give a more ompliated transfer rate dependene on the energy of the eletroni
states and dieletri onstant. In the model with vibrational substruture the interplay
between the dierene of the energies of eah pair of eletroni states and orresponding
reorganization energy determines if the pair belongs to the normal, ativationless, or
inverted region aording to Marus [155℄. In ontrast to the present onsideration the
model with vibrational substruture should yield the maximal transfer rate for nonequal
energies of eletroni state, namely for the ativationless ase: the energy dierene equals
to the reorganization energy. For a detailed omparison of TB model and the model with
vibrational substruture see the next setion.
ad (ii): In partiular suh solvent eet as solvation shell, see for example Ref. [184℄,
do need a moleular dynamis simulation. The total inuene of solvent is, probably,
reeted in solvent-indued energy shift between the spetrosopially observable states
without harge separation E
D

BA
and E
DB

A
[140℄ whih is negleted in our onsideration.
ad (iii): Some states of our three-site system have not been inluded in the model
shematially presented in Fig. 4.2. Using the solvent with strong dieletri onstant an
bring high-lying states loser to the ones involved in the transfer. The state whih might
play a role is jD
 
B
+
Ai beause of its larger dipole moment. So it is strongly inuened
by the solvent. The state jDBA

i whih has suh a high energy that one an exite it only
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with ultraviolet radiation, most probably, does not play a role in the disussed transfer.
4.5.3 Comparison with the steady-state solution
In the work of Davis et al. [10℄ the vibrational substruture of the eletroni states is
also not taken into aount, the relaxation is inorporated phenomenologially. We use a
similar approah in the present onsideration derived within a Redeld-like theory. Also
we onsider the relevant proesses of dephasing and depopulation between eah pair of
levels. In ontrast Davis et al. apply relaxation only to seleted levels. In their paper
dephasing  ours between exited levels, see Eq. (7) in Ref. [10℄, while depopulation
k takes plae only for the transition from aeptor to ground state. The advantage of
the approah of Davis et al. is the possibility to investigate the transfer rate dependene
for more than one bridge state. This was not the goal of the present work but it an be
extended into this diretion. We are interested in the ET in a onrete moleular omplex
with realisti parameter values and realisti possibilities to modify those parameter. Our
results as well as the results of Davis show that ET an our as oherent (with the
superexhange mehanism) or dissipative proess (with the sequential mehanism). We
have onsidered various ways of swithing between these two mehanisms inluding the
one suggested by Davis et al., i. e., the hange of the relaxation intensities meaning hange
of the solvent. The numerial steady state method used by Davis et al. is an attrative one
due to its simpliity, but unlike our method it is not able to give information about the
time evolution of the system. On the other hand the method of Davis et al. does not allow
to alulate the most widespread stationary harateristis that larify the presene of ET
proess, namely the uoresene of the donor and its quenhing. We suppose this an
be inluded into the approah by Davis et al. by introduing the depopulation oeÆient
desribing the transfer from donor to ground state.
4.6 Vibroni model
In the model with vibrational substruture (VSS) the inuene of the interation with
an environment onto ET and other dynamial proesses is also desribed by the ommon
Hamiltonial of the form Eq. (2.1).
The bath again is modeled by a distribution of HOs and haraterized by its spetral
density J(!). Starting with a DM of the full system, the RDM of the relevant (sub)system
is obtained by traing out the bath degrees of freedom [73℄. While doing so a seond-order
perturbation expansion in the system-bath oupling and the Markov approximation have
been applied [73℄. So one arrives at the RDMEM of the already disussed struture.
The bridge ET system H
2
P   ZnP   Q is modeled by three diabati eletroni po-
tentials, orresponding to the states j1i = jD

BAi, j2i = jD
+
B
 
Ai, and j3i = jD
+
BA
 
i
(see Fig. 4.10). Eah of these eletroni potentials has a vibrational substruture. The
vibrational frequeny is assumed to be 1500 m
 1
as a typial frequeny within arbon
strutures. The potentials are displaed along a ommon reation oordinate whih rep-
resents the solvent polarization [155℄. Following the reasoning of Marus [155℄ the free
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Figure 4.10: Eletroni potentials and parameters of the vibroni model. The donor surfae
H
2
P

  ZnP Q is given by the solid line, the bridge H
2
P
+
  ZnP
 
 Q by the dashed line,
and the aeptor H
2
P
+
  ZnP Q
 
by the dotted line.
energy dierenes G

orresponding to the ET from moleular blok  to  ( = 1,
 = 2; 3) are estimated to be [183,140℄
G
mn
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ox

  E
red

  E
ex
 
e
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4
0
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s
1
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
+G

(
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) (4.37)
with the term G

(
s
) orreting for the fat that the redox energies E
ox

and E
red

are
measured in the referene solvent with dieletri onstant 
ref
s
:
G
mn
(
s
) =
e
2
4
0
 
1
2r

+
1
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
! 
1

s
 
1

ref
s
!
: (4.38)
The exitation energy of the donor H
2
P! H
2
P

is denoted by E
ex
. r

denotes the radius
of either donor (1), bridge (2), or aeptor (3) and r

the distane between two of them
as presented in setion 4.3.
Also skethed in Fig. 4.10 are the reorganization energies 

= 
i

+ 
s

. These
onsist of the internal reorganization energy 
i

, whih is estimated to be 0.3 eV [140℄,
and the solvent reorganization energy [155℄

s

=
e
2
4
0
 
1
2r

+
1
2r

 
1
r

!

1

1
 
1

s

: (4.39)
Further parameters are the eletroni ouplings between the potentials. They are the
same as desribed in setion 4.3. The damping is desribed by the spetral density J(!)
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of the bath. This is only needed at the frequeny of the vibrational transition and is
determined J(!
vib
)=!
vib
= 0:372 by tting the ET rate for the solvent methyltetrahydro-
furan (MTHF). In the vibroni model the spetral density is taken as a onstant with
respet to 
s
.
Next the alulation of the dynamis is skethed. Starting from the Liouville equation,
performing the abovementioned approximations the equation of motion for the RDM 
MN
an be obtained [136,137℄

t

MN
=
i
h
(E
M
  E
N
)
MN
  i
X
K
fv
NK

MK
  v
KM

KN
g+R
MN
: (4.40)
The index M ombines the eletroni quantum number  and the vibrational quantum
number M of the diabati levels E
M
. v
MN
= V

F
FC
(;M; ;N) omprises Frank-
Condon fators F
FC
and the eletroni matrix elements V

. The third term R
MN
de-
sribes the interation between the relevant system and the heat bath. In priniple one
an eliminate the oherent terms ontaining v
KM
diagonalising the Hamiltonian of the iso-
lated system. In suh approah one ouples the environment transitions to the transitions
between the eigenstates of the system. This is adiabati approah, used in e.g. [145℄. It is
rather expensive numerially. We do not apply it here, so we use the diabati approah.
There are still a disussion in the literature wether the diabati method is able to provide
preise results [185℄. Nevertheless one uses the diabati approah rather often [136,137℄
beause it is less expensive numerially [186℄.
Equation (4.40) is solved numerially with the initial ondition that only the donor
state is oupied in the beginning. The population of the aeptor state
P
3
(t) =
X
M

3M3M
(t) (4.41)
and the ET rate given by Eq. (4.28) are alulated by traing out the vibrational modes.
4.7 Comparison of models with and without vibra-
tions
Here we ompare the following models: (i) the model where only eletroni states without
vibrational substruture are taken into aount (see Fig. 4.5) and relaxation proesses
take plae between the eletroni states and (ii) the model where the relaxation takes
plae between vibrational states within one eletroni state potential surfae introdued
in the previous setion.
In this setion the energies of the eletroni states E
m
of model without vibrational
substruture are hosen to be the ground states of the harmoni potentials of the vibroni
model shown in Fig. 4.10. So they vary with the dieletri onstant. The eletroni
ouplings are hosen to sale as Eq. (4.25). Note, that in the model with vibrational
substruture it orresponds to the saling provided by the Frank-Condon overlap elements
between the vibrational ground states of eah pair of eletroni surfaes
v
MN
= V

F
FC
(; 0; ; 0) = V

exp
 j

j
2h!
vib
: (4.42)
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Here we have used the expression for the Frank-Condon fator for the parabolas with
equal eetive mass m, and equal urvature F
FC
(; 0; ; 0) = exp ( 
m!
vib
2h
q
2

) and def-
inition of reorganization energy 

= m!
2
vib
q
2

. q

stands for the dierene of the
reation oordinate equilibrium points of these parabolas. In the vibroni model not only
the free energy dierenes G but also the reorganization energies  sale with the di-
eletri onstant 
s
. Due to this saling of  the system-bath interation is saled with the
dieletri onstant 
s
. In the high temperature limit the reorganization energy is given by
[157℄
 = h
Z
1
0
d!
J(!)
!
: (4.43)
This relation an be taken as motivation to sale the TB spetral density with 
s
like the
reorganization energies  in the model with vibrational substruture as disussed in the
subsetion 4.2.4. In the present alulations  
21
=  
23
=   is assumed. The absolute
value of the damping rate   between the eletroni states (see Fig. 4.5) in this setion
is determined by tting the ET rate for the solvent MTHF to be   = 2:9  10
11
s
 1
. It
diers from the value given in setion 4.5 beause the dierent energies of states have
been used here.
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Figure 4.11: Variation of the potential minima for dierent solvents. Squares denote the bridge
minima, irles the aeptor minima. The numbers orrespond to the ordinal numbers in Table
4.3. The potentials are shown for solvent 6 (MTHF).
The advantage of the TB model in omparison to the model with vibrational substru-
ture is the possibility to determine the transfer rate k
ET
and the nal population of the
aeptor state either numerially or analytially. For all situations desribed in this paper
the dierenes between analyti and numerial results without the extra assumptions are
negligible as shown in setion 4.5.
In Fig. 4.11 it is shown how the minima of the potential urves hange with varying the
solvent due to the hanges in Eqs. (4.37) to (4.39). The solvents are listed in Table 4.3
together with their parameters and the results for the ET rates in both models. For
larger 
s
the oordinates of the potential minima of bridge and aeptor inrease while
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Table 4.3: Parameters and obtained transfer rates for dierent solvents. The referenes behind
the names of the solvents ite the soures of 
s
and 
1
.   denotes the damping rate in the TB
model. The ET rate for the solvent MTHF has been used to x the damping parameter of the
models. The reation rates k
el
ET
were obtained using Eq. (4.32) within the TB model and the
reation rates k
vib
ET
within the vibroni model.
solvent 
s

1
G
21
G
31

s
21

s
31
  k
el
ET
k
vib
ET
[eV℄ [eV℄ [eV℄ [eV℄ [10
11
s
 1
℄ [10
8
s
 1
℄ [10
8
s
 1
℄
1. CYCLO [140℄ 2.02 2.00 0.976 0.393 0.007 0.012 0.042 0.181 0.7
2. toluene [187℄ 2.38 2.24 0.867 0.202 0.039 0.069 0.227 1.04 0.8
3. anisole [188℄ 4.33 2.29 0.590 -0.281 0.300 0.524 1.751 4.24 2.30
4. dibromoethane [188℄ 4.78 2.37 0.558 -0.336 0.312 0.544 1.817 4.63 2.45
5. hlorobenzene [187℄ 5.29 1.93 0.529 -0.388 0.481 0.839 2.804 3.21 3.63
6. MTHF [140℄ 6.24 2.00 0.486 -0.462 0.497 0.868 2.900 3.59 3.58
7. methyl aetate [187℄ 6.68 1.85 0.471 -0.489 0.571 0.996 3.328 2.96 4.15
8. trihloroethane [188℄ 7.25 2.06 0.454 -0.512 0.508 0.887 2.960 3.98 3.50
9. dihloromethane [140℄ 9.08 2.03 0.413 -0.590 0.559 0.977 3.264 4.00 3.80
their energies derease with respet to the energy of the donor. The energy dierene
between donor and bridge dereases with inreasing 
s
. This makes a harge transfer
more probable. For small 
s
the aeptor state is higher in energy than the donor state;
nevertheless there is a small ET rate due to oherent mixing. For xed 
1
the ET rate is
plotted as a funtion of the dieletri onstant 
s
in Fig. 4.12. The ET rate in the vibroni
model inreases strongly for small values of 
s
while the inrease is very small for 
s
in
the range between 5 and 8. The inrease for small values of 
s
is due to the fat that
with inreasing 
s
the minimum of the aeptor potential moves from the position higher
than the minimum of the donor level to the position lower than the donor level. So the
transfer beomes energy favorable. This an also be seen when looking at the results for
the TB model without saling the eletroni oupling with the Frank-Condon fator. In
this ase the ET rate inreases almost linearly with inreasing 
s
. The eet missing in
this model is the overlap between the vibrational states. If one orrets the eletroni
oupling in the TB model by the Frank-Condon fator of the vibrational ground states
as desribed in Eq. (4.42), good agreement is observed between the vibroni and the TB
model.
The ET rate for the vibroni model shows some osillations as a funtion of 
s
. This is
due to the small density of vibrational levels in this model with one reation oordinate.
All three eletroni potential urves are harmoni and have the same frequeny. So there
are small maxima in the rate when two vibrational levels are in resonane and minima
when they are far o resonane. Models with more reation oordinates do not have this
problem nor does the simple TB model. If these artiial osillations would be absent, the
agreement between the results for the TB and the vibroni model would be even better,
beause the rate for the vibroni model happens to have a maximum just at the referene
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Figure 4.12: Transfer rate as a funtion of the dieletri onstant 
s
for both models together
with experimental results [140℄. The rates for the vibroni model are given by the irles. The
dashed line shows the rate for the TB model with eletroni ouplings V
mn
as in the vibroni
model. The solid line represents the rate for the TB model with v
mn
saled as given in Eq.
(4.42).
point 
s
= 6:24 whih we have hosen to x the spetral density, i. e. for MTHF.
The omparison of the two models has been made assuming that the saling of energies
as a funtion of the dieletri funtion is orret in the Marus theory. There have been
a lot of hanges to Marus theory proposed in the last years. Marus theory assumes
exess harges within avities surrounded by a polarizable medium and there one only
takes the leading order into aount. Higher order terms are inluded in the so alled
reation eld theory (see for example [175℄). But to ompare dierent solvation models
is out of the range of the present investigation. Some more details on this issue for the
TB model are already given in setion 4.2. Here we just want to note that the eet of
saling the system-bath interation with 
s
, as assumed in the present work for the TB
model, has no big eet on the ET rates.
4.8 Summary
We have performed a study of the ET in the supermoleular omplex H
2
P   ZnP   Q
within the TB model treated with the DM formalism. The determined analytial and
numerial transfer rates are in a reasonable agreement with the experimental data. The
superexhange mehanism of ET dominates over the sequential one. We have investigated
the stability of the model varying one parameter at a time. The qualitative harater of
the transfer is stable with respet to a loal hange of system parameters. It is determined
that the hange of the dominating transfer mehanisms an be indued by lowering the
bridge state energy. The physial reasons of system parameters saling as well as the
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relation of the theory presented here to other theoretial approahes to ET have been
disussed.
The validity of the TB model and its appliability to H
2
P ZnP Q is onrmed be-
ause one gets good agreement for the ET rates of the models with and without vibrational
substruture, i. e. the vibroni and the TB model, if one sales the eletroni oupling
with the Frank-Condon overlap matrix elements between the vibrational ground states.
The advantage of the model with eletroni relaxation only is the possibility to derive
analyti expressions for the ET rate and the nal population of the aeptor state. But
of ourse for a more realisti desription of the ET proess in suh ompliated systems
as disussed here, more than one reation oordinate should be taken into aount.
The alulations performed in the framework of the present formalism an be extended
in the following diretions: (i) Considerations beyond the kineti limit. The solvent
dynamis has to be inluded into the model as well as, probably, non-Markovian RDM
equations. (ii) Enlargement of the number of moleular bloks in the omplex. (iii) Initial
exitation of states with rather high energy should open additional transfer hannels.
Chapter 5
Mixture of Solvents
In this hapter we apply the RDM method whih was desribed in hapter 2 to another
experimental system i. e. porphyrin triad omplexes. This method provides a quantitative
desription of time-resolved and steady-state properties suh as uoresene quenhing of
the porphyrins. It will be shown that our alulations do agree with already performed
experiments.
We start this hapter with a brief review of an important role of the supramoleular
porphyrin array in eletroni energy transfer, harge transfer, and photoindued stru-
tural hanges in biologial systems sine suh proesses onstitute the basis for the design
of moleular devies of appliative interest and for the understanding of the most impor-
tant photobiologial proesses. First, in setion 5.1 we introdue the hemial struture
of the self-assembled porphyrin triad ZnPD  H
2
P. Next, in setion 5.2 we qualitatively
desribe the photophysis of the porphyrin triad in dierent solvents with various di-
eletri onstants. In setion 5.3 the parameters of the RDM formalism are disussed
and determined for both the porphyrin omplexes and the quantitative desription of the
uoresene quenhing. The explanation of the uoresene quenhing is done in sub-
setion 5.4.1. The analysis of our alulations and the experimental results performed
in subsetion 5.4.2 yield valuable information about the reation mehanisms. Finally,
in setion 5.5 we summarize the ahievements of this hapter. Some generalizations are
transferred to the Appendix B and require more detailed onsideration in the future.
5.1 Self-assembled triad of porphyrins
Beause of their widespread ourrene in photosyntheti reation entres and other
eletron-transfer systems supramoleular porphyrin arrays have played a leading role in
the study of energy and harge transfer proesses in biologial systems [189{194℄ or to gain
insight into the prinipal possibilities of moleular eletronis [195℄. Among supramoleu-
lar porphyrin arrays three-omponent ovalently-linked donor-aeptor systems [196,197℄
have attrated a lot of interest, espeially, in the ontext of photohemial moleular
devies [198,199℄. Besides, it is possible to form donor-aeptor systems using both ova-
lent bond and non-ovalent binding self-assembling based on oordination interations of
metallo-porphyrins with appropriate extra ligands [200{202℄. These systems are formed
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from hemial dimer of Zn-otaethylporphyrin with a phynyl spaer (ZnPD) and dipyridyl-
diphenylporphyrin with nitrogens in meta-positions of pyridil rings (H
2
P) via two-fold
oordination of two entral Zn ions of the dimer with pyridil rings of the extra-ligand.
The hemial struture of a self-assembled porphyrin triad is represented in Fig. 5.1. It
H
N
NN
N
N
N N
N
Zn
N N
N
N
N N
Zn
H
Figure 5.1: Shemati presentation of ZnPD H
2
P.
was experimentally found in these systems [201℄ that the population of the exited state
of H
2
P is dependent on the solvent dieletri onstant as well as on temperature. This is
attributed to a lose lying harge separated state whih exhanges rapidly with the exited
state of H
2
P.
5.2 Photophysis of a porphyrin triad
As determined by uoresene spetrosopi measurements [201℄, where one exites ZnPD,
the triadi aggregate in non-polar solvents (toluene, methylylohexane) demonstrates u-
oresene quenhing for ZnPD and quite intensive uoresene for H
2
P. It is reasonable
to assume that energy transfer proesses may be involved in this quenhing. The uores-
ene ZnPD  H
2
P

! ZnPD  H
2
P (haraterized by the uoresene time 
F
= 7:7 ns)
is less intensive with respet to that for pure H
2
P

! H
2
P (
F
= 9:3 ns) at the same
onditions [201℄. The quenhing of H
2
P uoresene inreases with the polarity of the
solvent. To hek whether this is the ase an experiment has been performed [201℄. In this
experiment the triadi omplexes were formed in a solution of pure toluene (low dieletri
onstant) and then in an admixture of aetone (up to 20%) added to toluene (relatively
high dieletri onstant). In the rst ase the aggregate shows uoresene with the mean
band maximum of 716 nm whih is attributed to H
2
P and uoresene exitation spetra
learly demonstrate the presene of an energy transfer. While in the seond ase H
2
P
shows notiable uoresene quenhing. Thus the exitation is lost without radiation and
ET must take plae.
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Figure 5.2: Sheme of the photoindued proesses.
The physis of this reation is qualitatively shown in Fig. 5.2, where D and A represent
the eletron donor ZnPD and the eletron aeptor H
2
P, respetively. Note that here D
and A denote other ompounds than in hapter 4 while the symbols of plus, minus, and
star are dened in the same way as in setion 4.2. Light exitation of ZnPD to its singlet
state j1i is followed by weak dissipative energy transfer to the exited state j3i (proess a).
Inaddition to this proess, an ET (proess b) takes plae, leading to the harge-separated
state j2i. The evolution of the population of this state j2i is distributed between harge
reombination (does not enter into the sheme) and further weak oherent and dissipative
harge transfer (proess ) to give the state j3i. Beause the deay of the harge-separated
state ours quite slowly for porphyrin-type systems [203℄, we do not onsider this proess
and do not inlude it in Fig. 5.2. The energy of state j2i depends on the dieletri onstant
of the solvent.
5.3 Density matrix model parameters
The RDM model is able to desribe oherent dynamis, dissipative dynamis, and ther-
mally ativated proesses, thus the RDM formalism an be used for a quantitative ex-
planation of the reation whih was desribed in subsetion 5.2. We apply the system of
equations (4.20)-(4.21) to desribe the proesses in the porphyrin triad.
To alulate the population of the exited states physially reasonable values of the
model parameters, suh as oherent and dissipative ouplings and energy of states have
been hosen. The physial behavior of the system is determined in leading order by the
energies. remains rather stable in respet to hange of other parameters. Nevertheless
it is reasonable to give some physial foundation in whih region the parameters values
should lie.
In aordane with the onsideration given in setion 4.7 the parameters for the model
with only eletroni states an be extrated using some properties of the appropriate
model with vibrational substruture. In suh model one desribes the porphyrin triad
with the relevant potential energy surfaes in the spae of a single reation oordinate
whih reet the extent of the solvent polarization indued by the eld of the triad. In
order to allow the analysis of absorption and emission spetra one should add to the model
a ground state potential j0i. For the neutral exited states j1i and j3i the dierene in
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absorption and emission spetra of the transition ground-exited determines the shift q
i0
of the equilibrium point of the exited state jii in respet to the equilibrium point of the
ground state j0i. The shift of the equilibrium point of the state j2i with harge separation
an be alulated using the reorganization energy Eq. (4.39).
We assume that the sign of the shift for the state j3i should be negative in respet
to the signs of the shifts of j1i and j2i. To hek whether it is really so one should
analyse the dependene of j1i ! j3i transition rate on the solvent polarity. Suppos-
ing that the vibrational exitations again do not play a role and in aordane with
the explanation after the Eq. (4.42) the oherent ouplings an be expressed as v
12
=
V
12
exp [ (2h!
vib
)
 1
(q
20
  q
10
)
2
℄, v
23
= V
23
exp [ (2h!
vib
)
 1
(q
20
  q
30
)
2
℄ et.. Therefore
the relation of the oherent ouplings reads
v
12
=v
23
= V
12
=V
23
exp
n
 (2h!
vib
)
 1
[q
2
10
  q
2
30
  2q
20
(q
10
  q
30
)℄
o
:
For q
10
  q
30
and q
20
  q
30
the exponential reads exp [ (2h!
vib
)
 1
4q
20
q
10
℄. This is
an exponential of a positive argument so the v
12
should be at least e times larger as v
23
.
Table 5.1: Coherent and dissipative ouplings between the eletroni states.
Coupling Value, meV Physial Proess Comment
v
12
60 eletron transfer
D

A! D
+
A
 
indued by the wavefuntion overlap
v
32
3 hole transfer
DA

! D
+
A
 
weakened by the sreening eld of
the eletron from the LUMO of the
aeptor
v
13
12 energy transfer
D

A! DA

indued by the dipole-dipole inter-
ation of the exited states v
13

p
D

A
p
DA

=r
DA
3
 
12
0.41 loss of o-
herene for
D

A! D
+
A
 
interation of the transition dipole mo-
ment with environmental dipoles
 
32
2.50 loss of o-
herene for
DA

! D
+
A
 
indued by the interation with the
environment
 
13
0.37 loss of oherene
for D

A! DA

estimated by taking into aount other
dissipation 
ij
=
P
k
(d
ik
+ d
kj
)
The eletroni matrix elements V

should also have a dierene beause the j3i ! j2i
proess imply the ET from one inner orbital HOMO
D
to another inner orbital HOMO
A
.
So for the rst attempt we take v
12
= 0:06 eV as typial value of the oupling be-
tween porphyrins (same as the oupling hH
2
P

  ZnP  QjHjF
2
P
+
  ZnP
 
  Qi for zin-
porphyrin-quinone omplex in hapter 4 with the preision up to the rst signiant gure)
and v
32
= 0:003 eV is taken to be 20 times smaller.
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The range of reasonable values of relaxation onstants  

an be estimated using
Eq. (4.43) and reorganisanization energies from the model with vibrations. The values of
the ouplings are represented in Tab. 5.1. The preise determination of the parameters
needs a speial investigation within quantum hemial alulations. This is the next step
in the theoretial desription of this porphyrin triad. The quantum hemial alulation
of the ouplings should be done in the future.
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Figure 5.3: Energy dierene between states j2i and j3i
The exited state energies E
D

A
= 2:10 eV and E
DA

= 1:91 eV are found spetrosop-
ially [140℄. The energy of the state j2i needs more attention. It depends on the solvent
and an be alulated in any solvent with the help of Weller's formula [204℄:
E
D
+
A
 
() = E
D
+
A
 
(
t
) +

1

 
1

t


e
2
4
0

1
2r
D
+
1
2r
A
 
1
r
DA

; (5.1)
where  denotes the solvent stati dieletri onstant, r
D
= r
A
= 5:5

A are the donor
and aeptor radius, respetively, r
DA
= 8:8

A is the distane between them. In our ase
the solvent onsists of the main ompound toluene with a dieletri onstant 
t
and a
small onentration  of the additional ompound aetone with a dieletri onstant 
a
.
In aordane with [205℄ the eetive dieletri onstant of the mixture reads
 = 
t
+ 
3(
a
  
t
)
t

a
+ 2
t
: (5.2)
The hange of  indues an energy shift of the state j2i. We present the energy dierene
E = E
3
  E
2
between states j3i and j2i as a funtion of  in Fig. 5.3. The values
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E
D
+
A
 
= 1:90 eV, 
t
= 2:38 for the pure toluene solution and 
a
= 10 for the aetone were
dened in [201℄.
5.4 Physial proesses
5.4.1 Fluoresene quenhing: simulations and experiment
In the porphyrin triad the ompetition between harge transfer and energy transfer (pro-
ess a and b in Fig. 5.2, respetively) ause a rather omplex dynamis. Mathematially
it is easy to alulate the system state at the innite time t =1. For our real system the
eletron transfer time 
ET
is muh shorter than the time of uoresene 
F
. Thus we ap-
proximate t =1 with some time moment when the ET has nished and the uoresene
has not oured yet. On this time 
ET
< t < 
F
the system reahes the quasi thermal
equilibrium between the exited state j3i and the lose lying harge separated state j2i.
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Figure 5.4: Solvent indued uoresene quenhing, T = 293 K (left); freezing indued uores-
ene quenhing, 
a
= 7% (right).
We have alulated the equilibrium population of the state j3i numerially with the
RDM-method. This population orresponds to the presene of the uoresene into the
ground state. We denote the population of this state with P
DA

= 
33
.
It has been found that 
33
(1) dereases in two ases: (i) lowering of the energy E
D
+
A
 
indued by inrease of aeton onentration, see Fig. 5.4 (left) and (ii) lowering of the
temperature, see Fig. 5.4 (right) This derease orresponds to the experimentally observed
uoresene quenhing [201℄.
5.4.2 Reation mehanisms
The variation of the aetone admixture onentration and temperature hanges the u-
oresene intensity 
33
as well as a harater of the exited states dynamis. Our sim-
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ulations display that the time dependene of the population 
33
(Fig. 5.5) as well as its
temperature dependene (Fig. 5.6) at low aetone onentration qualitatively diers from
the behavior at high aetone onentration. This is the most important result of the
RDM-alulations. It demonstrates the qualitatively dierent reation mehanisms under
various experimental onditions.
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Figure 5.5: Inuene of onentration on the reation mehanism, T = 293 K, at low 
a
the reation passes in one step (irles and diamonds), high 
a
indues the two-step reation
mehanism (triangles, squares, and stars).
A low onentration of aetone indues a low energy detuning between the states j2i
and j3i. In this ase (see Fig. 5.6 for small 
a
), 
33
starts to inrease with time due
to energy transfer (proess a) and then does not hange as j3i reahes the quasi-thermal
equilibrium. Thus the equilibrium population 
33
(1) is reahed in one-step and a reation
rate k an be found with an one-exponential t Eq. (4.28).
As shown in Fig. 5.3 in the ase of high aeton onentration the energy detuning
between states j2i and j3i beomes larger and in addition to the energy transfer (proess
a), the hole transfer (proess ) takes plae, thus the equilibrium population 
33
is reahed
in two steps. At rst, the energy transfer reates a time-dependent maximum of the
population of j3i (see Fig. 5.6 for large 
a
) and then hole transfer j3i ! j2i slowly indues
depopulation of j3i down to the equilibrium population. The reation ours with the
help of a sequential transfer, whih is desribed by two rates (inrease and derease) and
the one-exponential t for k annot be used in this ase.
The temperature dependene of 
33
(1) (Fig. 5.7) also reets the hange of the re-
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Figure 5.6: Thermally ativated mehanism, the population remains onstant until energy
dierene is lower than the thermal energy.
ation mehanism whih depends on the aetone onentration and temperature. For
a low aetone onentration the equilibrium population 
33
(1) inreases with tempera-
ture beause E between states j3i and j2i is lower than the thermal energy. This ase
orresponds to a one-step reation.
In the ase of a high aetone onentration E beomes larger. Thus we have two
regimes k
B
T > E and k
B
T < E. The rst ase orrespond to the one-step reation,
the seond to the two-step reation. For high aetone onentration the inrease of tem-
perature indues the rossover from the seond to the rst type of behavior: While the
temperature is quite low, its inrease does not hange 
33
(1). It ours beause in the
absene of the thermally indued transitions 
33
(1) is determined in leading order by
the oherent mixing v
23
and does not depend on the temperature. Then, when the tem-
perature is quite high in omparison to E, so that k
B
T  E, the reation rossover
into the one-step regime is deteted and 
33
starts to grow with the temperature. For a
high aetone onentration (20%) there is no essential temperature dependene of 
33
in
the onsidered interval of temperatures.
5.5 Summary
The RDM method explains the physial properties of a real system, e. g., a self-assembled
porphyrin triadi aggregate both qualitatively and quantitatively and gives good agree-
ment with already performed experiments. However, in order to desribe the experiments
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ompletely it is neessary to take into aount a pump-probe laser eld. This general-
ization is quite ompliate and requires more detailed onsideration in the future. We
represent some mathematis involved in this generalization in Appendix B.
Our alulations predit a solvent variation indued rossover between two regimes of
the time evolution that most probably follows from the energy level dependene. There
is no experimental data about this phenomena, that is why it is interesting to prove the
existene of the desribed rossover in experiments.
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Chapter 6
Conlusions
It is shown that the vibrational wave paket relaxation of initially oherent (displaed)
states as well as the quantum superposition of oherent states in heat baths with dierent
spetral densities exhibit a number of peuliarities ompared with the ases of linear and
quadrati system-bath interations. A strong dependene of the relaxation rate on the po-
sition of the spetral density maximum of the bath is found. The dierene disriminates
the mehanisms of the moleule-environment interation.
Based on the RDM method, we alulate the dynamis of ET for systems onsisting of
donor, bridge and aeptor in dierent solvents. In our rst approah it is assumed that
vibrational relaxation is muh faster than the ET. Transfer rates and nal populations of
the aeptor state are alulated numerially and in an approximate fashion analytially.
In wide parameter ranges these solutions are in very good agreement. The theory is
applied to the ET in H
2
P  ZnP Q with free-base porphyrin (H
2
P) being the donor,
zin porphyrin (ZnP) the bridge, and quinone (Q) the aeptor. It is shown that the
transfer rate an be ontrolled eÆiently by hanging the energy of the bridge level that
an be done by hanging the solvent. The eet of the solvent is determined for the
models of single and multiple avities. This approah has been ompared to the seond
approah, where a vibrational substruture is taken into aount for eah eletroni state
and the orresponding states are displaed along a ommon reation oordinate. In both
approahes the system is oupled to the bath of HOs but the way of relaxation is quite
dierent. For the omparison of these two models the parameters are hosen as similar
as possible for both approahes and the quality of the agreement of the approahes is
disussed.
Applying the RDM theory to the photoindued proesses in ZnPD  H
2
P it has been
found that the population of the state ZnPD  H
2
P

whih ontrols the intensity of uo-
resene of this omplex is strongly inuened by the temperature and dieletri onstant
(polarity) of the solvent. The hange of the last two parameters alters the harater of
the dynamis of the state ZnPD  H
2
P

.
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Chapter 7
Outlook
The work is devoted to the investigation of the inuene of a heat bath on the physial
proesses in a quantum system. We use the density matrix theory as one of the most
powerfool tool for investigation of quantum relaxation. In the beginning of the work we
mention and reall the most important steps of derivation of the equation of motion for
the RDM (master equation) for an arbitrary quantum system in diabati representation
interating with the environment modeled by a set of independent HOs.
At rst we apply the theory to a single state in the diabati representation deoupled
from other states but having vibrational substruture presented by a single HO. We have
performed a thorough investigation of this model with the help of the master equation,
whih has been solved analytially and numerially. For this system the wave paket
dynamis in oordinate representation has been analysed for two models of the bath and
two initial states. The dierent models of the bath have their maxima of the spetral
density near the system frequeny and near the double of the system frequeny. The
onsidered initial states are a oherent state and a superposition of oherent states. It has
been shown that the wave paket dynamis demonstrates either "lassial squeezing" and
the derease of the eetive vibrational osillator frequeny due to the phase-dependent
interation with the bath, or a time-dependent relaxation rate, distint for even and odd
states, and partial onservation of quantum superposition due to the quadrati interation
with the bath. The deoherene also shows dierenes ompared to the usual damping
proesses. There are two universal stages of relaxation whih allows analytial solution:
the oherene stage and the Markovian stage of relaxation.
The density matrix theory for a quantum system in a diabati representation has
been applied twie to a study of the ET in the supermoleular omplex H
2
P  ZnP Q,
namely with and without aount for vibrations in the omplex. With help of the model
without vibrations we have determined analytial and numerial ET rates whih are in a
reasonable agreement with the experimental data. The superexhange mehanism of ET
dominates over the sequential one. We have investigated the stability of the model varying
one parameter at a time. The qualitative harater of the transfer is stable with respet to
a loal hange of system parameters. It is determined that the hange of the dominating
transfer mehanisms an be indued by lowering the bridge state energy. The physial
reasons of system parameters saling as well as the relation of the theory presented here
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to other theoretial approahes to ET whih do not aounts for the vibrations have
been disussed. The validity of the model without vibrations and its appliability to
H
2
P   ZnP   Q is onrmed beause one gets good agreement for the ET rates of the
models with and without vibrational substruture, if one sales the eletroni oupling
with the Frank-Condon overlap matrix elements between the vibrational ground states.
The advantage of the model with eletroni relaxation only is the possibility to derive
analyti expressions for the ET rate and the nal population of the aeptor state.
We have also applied the RDM theory to explain the physial properties of a self-
assembled non-uorinated triadi porphyrin aggregate. We have simulated the proesses
in this omplex plaed in a mixture of solvents with dierent dieletri onstants. Our
simulations reprodue the intensity of the uoresene of the aggregate and its dependene
on temperature and mutual onentration of onstituents in the mixture both qualitatively
and quantitatively with reasonable agreement with already performed experiments. Our
alulations also predit a solvent variation indued rossover between two regimes of
time evolution. There is no experimental data about this phenomena, that is why it is
interesting to proof the existene of the desribed rossover in experiments.
The alulations performed in the framework of the present formalism an be extended
in the following diretions:
1. Considerations beyond the kineti limit. The solvent dynamis has to be inluded
into the model as well as, probably, non-Markovian RDM equations.
2. Enlargement of the number of moleular bloks in the omplex.
3. Initial exitation of states with rather high energy should open additional transfer
hannels.
4. For a more realisti desription of the ET proess in suh ompliated systems as
disussed here, more than one reation oordinate should be taken into aount.
5. In order to desribe the experiments ompletely it is neessary to take into aount
a pump-probe laser eld.
This generalization is quite ompliated and requires a more detailed onsideration
in the future. In this work we have represented some mathematis involved in this
generalization.
6. Quantum hemial alulation of oupling matrix elements.
The future development of the extension (1) lies in the orret treatment of non-
Markovian eets in the desription of the photoindued harge- and exiton transfer of
a single moleule in a solvent by the density matrix theory. The model should remain the
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same as in this work although the solvent orrelation funtions should enter into the theory
in expliite form without approximating them as a delta funtions. For the alulation
of the orrelation funtions of the bath of the polar moleules one should take the model
of the dipole-dipole interating spins, similar to the well known Heisenberg model. The
response funtion of this spin lattie should be alulated for the time dependent harge
separation in a single moleule embedded in this lattie. The proposed extension of this
work would have the following advantages in respet with the traditional treatment of
the bath: (a) It aounts for non-Markovian eets. (b) The state of the environment
depends on the state of the system. () The solvent dipole value is the realisti parameter
whih enters into this model. As a possible outome of the investigation of the bath of
polar moleules modelled by the lattie of the rotators whih interat as dipole-dipole one
ould expet some phase transitions with temperature as it often ourrs for interating
spins.
As a general onlusion we ould mention that oupling of a quantum system to the
heat bath leads to the loss of energy, to disappearene of phase information, and ensures
the irreversibility of the proesses in the system. The inuene of the environment should
be in most ases inluded in the desription of a real physial system. We believe that
the developed methods and obtained results an be applied for other initial states and
dierent ouplings with the environment in real existing quantum systems.
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Appendix A
Comparison with the
Haken-Strobl-Reineker formalism
We ompare the RDMEM (2.29) with an analogous equation within the HSR model
[53,131{133,178℄. There is a term in the RDMEM of the HSR model, whih is absent
in our alulations. Here we show that this term is nothing but the dierene between
the full relaxation operator and the relaxation operator in RWA. We neglet this term
orresponding to 

both in the equation of motion and in the expression for the transfer
rate k
ET
due to the RWA. The symbol 

is used in the HSR for the rate of hanges in
the system state indued by this term.
First we mention that the Eq. (2.12) from [178℄ is derived under assumption 

= 0.
The RWA relaxation term within our formalism Eq. (2.29) yields the same RDMEM as
Eq. (2.12) of Ref. [178℄. This equation is solved in setion 4.4 of this work without 

. On
the other hand the transformation of non-RWA term into matrix form gives the expression
assoiated with 

in the stohasti Liouville equations (SLE) formalism [53℄ as we show
here.
The relaxation operator obtained within RWA Eq. (2.29) is assumed to desribe the
major ontribution to the system dynamis. The importane of the non-RWA ounterpart
^
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 =
X

n
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
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
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h
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V
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^;
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V

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
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V

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^
V
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io
(A.1)
obtained using the interation Hamiltonian Eq. (4.14) instead of Eq. (4.16) remains ques-
tionable.
The matrix form of Eq. (A.1) reads
(L
non RWA
)

= f 

[2n(!

) + 1℄ +  

[2n(!

) + 1℄g 

: (A.2)
Thus, the full relaxation dynamis for the system-bath oupling Eq. (4.14) is desribed as
the sum of two terms: Eq. (4.18) and Eq. (A.2). To ompare the present approah with
the SLE formalism used by HSR [131,132℄ we reall the appliation of both methods to
the simplest system, namely the TLS. The SLE method [53,133℄ provides the following
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struture of the inoherent term for the RDMEM (Eqs. (3.1a)-(3.1d) in [53℄):
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Applying the present model to the TLS we obtain
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0 0   [2n(!
21
) + 1℄ 0
2 n(!
21
) 0 0  2 [n(!
21
) + 1℄
1
C
C
A
0
B
B


11

12

21

22
1
C
C
A
; (A.4)
(L
non RWA
) =
0
B
B
B

0 0 0 0
0 0  [2n(!
21
) + 1℄ 0
0  [2n(!
21
) + 1℄ 0 0
0 0 0 0
1
C
C
C
A
0
B
B
B


11

12

21

22
1
C
C
C
A
: (A.5)
The relaxation oeÆients 
1
and 
 1
from Eq. (A.3) that are, evidently, the dierene,
mix the non-diagonal elements of DM 
21
and 
12
.
The derivation within the formalism of present paper without RWA L
RWA
+L
non RWA
ensures the same struture of relaxational dynamis as Eq. (A.3). In details: the non-
RWA terms  [2n(!
21
) + 1℄ from Eq. (A.5) ensures the same eet as oeÆients 
1
and

 1
from Eq. (A.3). But suh kind of terms is really absent in the RWA relaxation term
Eq. (A.4) whih we use for the material-oriented alulations.
At the present stage it is possible to estimate that onsideration of non-RWA terms
makes a smooth hange of the harateristis of the proess, i.e., k
ET
while the expressions
lose their simpliity. In our opinion the desired omparison of the more (without RWA)
or less (with RWA) preise desription of the TB model goes beyond the goals of this
work.
Another dierene of equations (A.3) and (A.4) is that the rst of them (SLE method)
desribes the same dissipative transition probability from 
22
to 
11
and bak. It leads
nally to the equal population of both levels. In our approah it is possible only if the
states j1i and j2i are isoenergeti. In any other ase the transition from upper level to
the lower one will be more intensive as an inverse transition to onstrut the Boltzmann
distribution of populations at the innite time.
The third, and, perhaps, the main dierene of SLE and our methods is that SLE
method assumes the modulation of system frequeny
^
H
1
=
X

h

(t)b
+

b

; (A.6)
(Eq. (2.10) in Ref. [53℄, Eq. (2.5) in Ref. [131℄, Eq. (2.2) in Ref. [133℄), where b

de-
notes exiton annihilation operator, h

(t) stohasti funtion hh

(t)i = 0, while in our
approah it is assumed that system performs exhanges of quanta with the quantized
modes of the thermal bath. So we onlude that the used RDMEM within TB model
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oinides with well-known HSR equation for exiton motion under ertain approxima-
tions: i) energy levels are isoenergeti for the rst RDMEM and ii) RWA for the seond
one. The similarity of the equations appears although dierent models are used for the
environment. The generalization [206℄ of the SLE method appeals to the quantum bath
model with SB oupling of the form
^
H
SE

^
V
+
^
V

a^
+

+ a^


, whih modulates the system
transition frequeny. In Ref. [206℄ the equations for exiton motion are using projetion
operator tehnique without RWA leading to the presene of  in the generalized stohas-
ti Liouville equation (GSLE). So, taking the dierent SB oupling we have rederived a
RDMEM whih oinides with the GSLE [206℄ after applying RWA. Both GSLE and our
RDMEM are able to desribe nite temperatures and non-periodi systems.
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Appendix B
Full Model: Vibrations, Optis,
Memory Eets
In the full model the moleule is irradiated by the eletromagneti eld as skethed in
Fig. B.1. The ommon Hamiltonian (2.1) is extended by the eld term H
SF
and is written
ωI
W
ΩIHSI,n
Figure B.1: Shemati presentation of full model.
as follows H = H
S
+H
E
+H
SE
+H
SF
. Here the diabati system Hamiltonian
H
S
= h
X
I
H
S
I;n
jI; nihI; nj+
X
I;n;J;m
V
I;n;J;m
jI; nihJ;mj
is haraterised by the eletroni-vibrational matrix elements H
S
I;n
= 

I
+ !
I
(n + 1=2)
and oherent mixing matrix elements V
I;n;J;m
= V
IJ
F
FC
(I; n; J;m)(1  Æ
IJ
). Here 

I
and
!
I
stand for eletroni and vibration transition frequenies, V
IJ
for eletroni oupling,
F
FC
(I; n; J;m) = hI; njJ;mi for Frank-Condon fators. The system ouples to the bath
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of HOs b

as follows H
SE
= [
P
I
K
I
(
+
I
+
I
)℄[
P

k

(b
+

+b

)℄, where 
I
=
P
n
p
njI; n 1ihI; nj
stands for annihilation of a vibroni quantum in the Ith eletroni state. The eletro-
magneti eld
~
E(t) =
~
E
+
0
e
iWt
+
~
E
 
0
e
 iWt
is desribed by frequeny W and strength
~
E
+
0
=
~
E
 
0
=
~
E
0
. The system-eld interation is written as H
SF
=
P
I;n;J;m
j
~
E
0
jp
I;m;J;n
jI; nihJ;mj
with the dipole p
I;n;J;m
= ehI; nj
P
I
q
m
2h!
I
(
+
I
+ 
I
)jJ;mi. Taking the notation
~
W
I;n;J;m
=
W sign(H
S
I;n
 H
S
J;m
) we obtain the relevant RDMEM:
_
I;m;I;m
=   i
X
K
X
l
(E
0
p
I;m;K;l
+ V
I;m;K;l
)(
K;l;I;m
  
I;m;K;l
) + L
I;m;I;m
_
I;m;J;n
= [ i(H
S
I;m
 H
S
J;n
) + i
~
W
I;m;J;n
℄
I;m;J;n
(B.1)
  i(E
0
p
I;m;J;n
+ V
I;m;J;n
)(
J;n;J;n
  
I;m;I;m
) + L
I;m;J;n
L
I;m;J;n
=   (m[
II
+ 2<
N
II
℄ + n[

JJ
+ 2<
N
JJ
℄ + 2<
N
JJ
)
I;m;J;n
+ (2<
N
IJ
+ 2<
IJ
)
q
(m+ 1)(n+ 1)
I;m+1;J;n+1
+ 2<
N
IJ
p
mn
I;m 1;J;n 1
:
The relaxation funtions 
IJ
are derived from the bath orrelation funtions:

N
IJ
=
Z
t
0
d
2
4
X

K
I
k

K
J
k

N(!

) exp ( i!

t+ i!

 + i!
I
t  i!
J
)
3
5
;
in the same way as introdued in hapter 3.
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Thesen zur Dissertation
 Die analytishe Losung der Bewegungsgleihung fur die reduzierte Dihtematrix
wurde fur einen harmonishes Oszillator und fur die Kopplung an ein thermishes
Bad fur Zeiten kurzer als die Badkoharenzzeit und fur lange Zeiten berehnet.
 Die gefundene Wellenpaketdynamik in Koordinatendarstellung fur ein Bad mit Spek-
traldihtemaximum bei der Systemfrequenz zeigt eine Oszillation des Koordinaten-
mittelwerts und eine oszillierende Verringerung der Breite des Wellenpakets und der
Energie des anfanglih koharenten Zustands, wobei die Koharenz der Superposition
von koharente Anfangszustanden shnell abklingt.
 Die Simulation fur Modelle mit Badfrequenz, die doppelt so hoh wie die Systemfre-
quenz ist, zeigt eine zeitabhangige Rate des Energieverlustes, die sih fur gerade und
ungerade Oszillatorzustande untersheidet, mit einer relativ langen Dekoharenzzeit
eines Superpositionszustandes.
 Fur die Losung einer Dihtematrixbewegungsgleihung in diabatisher Darstellung
und unter Vernahlassigung der vibronishen Struktur fur angeregte Zustande des
H
2
P  ZnP  Q -Komplexes wurde gefunden, da die Besetzung des ladungsgetren-
nten Zustandes H
2
P
+
  ZnP Q
 
exponentiell bis zum Gleihgewihtsverteilungs-
wert wahst.
 Der Superaustaush-Transfermehanismus ist verglihen mit dem sequentiellen Trans-
fer im Komplex H
2
P  ZnP  Q vorherrshend. Dieser Shlufolgerung bleibt auh
bei lokaler

Anderung eines Systemparameters gultig.
 Die Verringerung der H
2
P
+
  ZnP
 
 Q | Zustandsenergie ruft die

Anderung des
Transfermehanismus von Superaustaush zu sequentiellem Transfer hervor.
 Bei der Behandlung der dielektrishen Umgebung in einem Modell, das entweder
Donator, Akzeptor und Bruke gemeinsam im einem Hohlraum des Dielektrikums
enthalt oder jeden Baustein in einen einzelnen Hohlraum, zeigte sih, da die Trans-
ferraten im zweiten Fall genauer beshrieben wurden.
 Die Simulation des Elektronstranfers unter Beruksihtigung der Shwingungen ergibt
Transferraten, die mit den analytishen Transferraten vom Modell ohne vibronishe
Unterstruktur gut ubereinstimmen, woraus wir shlieen, da shwingungslose
Modelle geignet sind, Elektronentransfer in H
2
P  ZnP Q zu beshreiben.
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 Die Fluoreszenzstarke des selbst-aggregierten molekularen Komplex ZnPD  H
2
P
in einer Mishung von Losungsmitteln mit vershiedenen dielektrishen Konstanten
wahst mit der Temperatur und sinkt mit steigender Azetonkonzentration.
 Die Simulationen sagen einen von Losungsmittel induzierten

Ubergang des Reak-
tionsmehanismus im Komplex ZnPD  H
2
P voraus.
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